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ABSTRACT
Sub-arctic temp era tures are expected to increase by approx imate ly 4° C by 2050. These
changes are having impact s on vege tation pattern s in arc tic and sub-arc tic enviro nments,
partic ularly along transition areas betwee n foreste d and tundra ecosys tems. Using multi -
temporal sate llite imagery , in combination with topog raphic varia bles, the changes in
vege tation patterns from 1983 to 2008 were ex plored in a small, diverse region of the
Mealy Mount ains, Labrador. Bayesian probabiliti es were created for each land cove r
class, with topographic variables used as a priori additions to the prob abiliti es.
Vegetation changes were related to topographi c variab les, climate, and Bayesian
probab ilities. The Bayesian probability layers demonstrate the prope nsity for change of
eac h land cove r class used in the study. Knowledge of these changes was used in a
ce llular automata -Markov chain model to predict vege tation changes to 2020 and 2032.
The prediction s sugges t movement of deciduous shrub along valley floors and into toe-
slopes, as well as on protected, south-facing slopes . Co nifero us shrub is expecte d to
ex pand in the lower elevations (where it is dominan t), and adva nce marginally a long the
valley floors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I.I Nature and rationale
The Intergovernm ental Panel on Climate Change predicts that global temp eratures are
changing at an increasingly rapid pace (fPCC, 2007) . Under these conditions, signi fica nt
shifts are expec ted to occur in vege tation pattern s, part icularly in sens itive 'e dge'
ecosys tems such as at the tree line, which forms the bound ary between the borea l fores t
and the treeless arctic tundra, also known as the fores t-tundra eco tone (Ga mac he and
Payette , 2005) . Future clim ate scenarios established by the Ca nadian Institut e for Clima te
Studies (C ICS) sugges ts warm ing of up to 4° C in sub-a rctic regions ove r the next severa l
decades (Figu re 1.1).
Payette (2007) states that, in genera l, North Amer ican boreal fo rest tree lines have
moved up-slope and northw ard over the past 100 yea rs, and are expected to do so under
changing climatic conditio ns.
Co ns idera ble research has been completed on the ef fects ofa changing climate on
vegetation patterns and tree line shifts in arctic and sub-arctic environments (Payette and
Delwa ide, 1994; Lloyd and Fastie, 2002; Korner and Paulsen , 2004; MacDonald et aI.,
2008) . Ca nne l and Kadm on (2008), however, sugges t that these studies are situated over
large geog raphic areas (i.e. se veral hundr ed krrr') and short time frames (e.g. < 10 years) .
These restrict ions limit the level of detail frequentl y desirable in vege tation studies . In
add ition, studies sugges t that significa nt climatic shifts occu r over decadal time frames
(Pereg and Payette, 1998; Epstei n et aI., 2004; Stow et aI., 2004; IPCC, 2007) and so
statistica lly significant changes wo uld be less reliable with data spanning less than 10
4
·C
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Figure 1.1 Pred icted annual mean tem perature change to 2050s (Ca nadian Institute for
Climate Studies, 2003)
years . This study addresses these shortcomings by focusing on a sma ll geographic area
(- 100 krrr') ove r a re latively large time frame (approxi mately 25 years) in an effort to
understand past and future vege tation changes in the Mealy Mount ains of Labrador. This
approac h ensures a high level of detai l in land cover changes, as we ll as retai ning
statistica llysignilica ntclimateshifts.
1.2 Study area
The study area is located in the Mealy Mount ains of Labrador approximately 100 km
southeas t of the town of Happ y Valley-Goose Bay, within the boundaries of the Mealy
Mount ains (Aka miuapis hkuy National Park. Figure 1.2 out lines the study area . The exten t
of the study area ranges from approxi mate ly 53.632 ° N, 58.895 ° W in the northwest
comer to 53.563 ° N, 58.780 ° W in the southeast comer, covering an area approximately
10 km X 10 km. The eleva tion ranges from abo ut 450 m to 1000 m. This area is uniqu e
in that the lower elevat ion s (450-750 m) ex hibit consi dera bly different vege tation pattern s
than the high er elevatio ns (>750 m). Fig ure 1.3 and J.4 highli ght the topograph ic
condi tions o f Labr ador and a sma ll sca le vie w of the study area, respect ively. The
landscape in the study area is characteri sed by rollin g valleys and hill s. However, near
the summit, steeper s lopes are promin en t. Figu re 1.5 shows a topographi c profil e o f the
study area .
At lower elevations (~400-500 m), the forest-tu ndra eco tone is co mpos ed o f black
spruce (Picea mariana) and eas tern larch (Larix laricina), which form a largely open
canop y forest cove r type, with a prim aril y moss understory. As with most tree lines, the
limit o f tree growth in the Mealy Mount ain s is marked by a gra dua l decr ease in tree
height and den sity . Movin g upslope, trees becom e shorter and mor e spread out. This
transiti on occ urs in the mid-range eleva tions (-5 00-700 m), where upr ight trees are
repl aced by more dw arfed krummholz (low- lying conifero us shrubs stunted by
env ironmental factor s). At these elevation s, a higher occurrence o f eri caceou s shrubs is
be found as we ll, such a Labra dor tea (Rhodendron tomentosumi , bearb erry
(Arctostaphylos uva-ursii, dwarfbilberr y (Vaccinium uliginosums, and sheep laur el
(Kalmia angustijolia). Farther upslope dw arf birch (Betula glandulosa) and spec kled
alder (Alnus rugosa) also become abund ant.
At higher eleva tions (>700 m), trees and krummholz are nearl y non- exi stent.
Instead the vege tation cover is domin ated by stunted form s of the species found in the
mid -ran ge elevations, with the exception of speckled alde r. In additi on, diapensia
iDiapensia laponica), black crowberry (Empetrum nigrumi , and an abundance of mosses
and lichens are present.
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Figure 1.5 Topographic profile of Mealy Mount ains study area
Tree-rin g analysis in the area confirms the occurr ence of several forest fires over
the past 100 year s. However, they were all locali sed events and had little effect on
vegetation trend s (Jacob s, 2007). There were no other record ed disturbances in the area.
Clima te variability in the region is strongly asso ciated with variability in the
Icelandic Low . Thi s produce s damp conditi ons, leadin g to large amounts of snow which
usually remain s into the late summer month s. In the summer, low pressure over Ungava
Bay brings westerly wind s to the region (Keith , 200 I). Environment Canada (2009)
climate data for Goo se Bay and Cartwright show an increa se of approximately 1.2" from
1983-200 1, with a more pronoun ced increase of 1.0" C from 200 1-2008 (Figure 1.6). The
Canadian Institut e of Climate Stud ies (200 3) predict s a mean increase in summer
temperature of2.5° C by the 2020 s, and an increa se 01'3.9° C by the 2050s, from current
cl imate normals.
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Figure 1.6 Mean summer temp eratur e ( 1983-200 I) with trendl ine
1.3 Purpose and objective s
The purpose of this study is to attain a better understanding of the effects of climate and
topo grap hy on vege tation patterns, distribution s, and movements. It expand s on the body
of research devoted to spatial-tempora l mode lling of vege tation. In a broader spectrum,
the research complements the goa ls of the International Polar Year (IPY) researc h (2005) .
The objectives of this study are to :
1. Create vegetation maps of historical land cover distributions;
2. Underst and how land cover has changed given past climate Iluctuation s by
comparing land cover distr ibution s with known clim ate shifts;
3. Identify topographic conditi ons specific to the different land cover classes to
aid in the development of a spatio-temporal foreca sting model ; and
4. Run a cellular automata-Markov chain model to forecast future land cover
conditions as we ll as understand historic shifts in land cover .
1.4 Theory and ass umptions
The domin ant theory in vege tation and treelin e studies is that, under warmin g condit ions
in north ern environments, treelines and shrub biomes (dec iduous and coniferous) are
expected to move upslope and northward (Gamac he and Payette, 2005 ; Payette , 2007).
Treelines and biome boundaries, howe ver, are not easily discernab le becau se the
transition between the for ested regions at lower elevations and the treeless, arctic tundr a
at higher elevation s is mark ed by a gradual decrease in tree densit y and size. Moving
upslope, trees become more sporadic, forming as krummhol z.
An important ass umption that must be made when exa mining vege tation change is
that climat e and topograph y are strongly assoc iated with vege tation shifts. Many
researc hers agree that plant migration likely lags behi nd climate warmin g, resultin g in
disequilibrium betwe en clim ate and vegetation distributions (Huntley, 1991; Malco lm et
al., 2002) . However, in order to accurate ly develop correlation measures betw een the
variables used in the mod el, one must make the ass umption that the time frame from
which these statis tics are being extr acted was in an equilibrium stat e. For the purpo ses of
mod el devel opment, this ass umption is being violated and it is ass umed that the
environment was not in a state of flux at the time the satellite images were captu red
(Huntl ey, 1991; Malcolm et al., 2002).
I.S Context of research
This research was conducted as part of the International Polar Year research initiative.
The objectives of the IPY that are relevant to this study are:
I. "Utilise the vantage point of the polar regions to carry out an intensive and
internationally coordinated burst of high quality, important research activities and
observations that would not otherwise occur;
2. Lay the foundation for major scientific advances in knowledge and understanding
of the nature and behaviour of the polar regions and their role in the functioning of
the planet;
3. Collect a broad-ranging set of samples, data and information regarding the state
and behaviour of the polar regions to provide a reference for comparison with the
future and the past; and
4. Intensify the recovery of relevant historical data and ensure that these also are
made openly available." (IPY, 2005)
Funding was provided by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
(NSERC) and the International Polar Year (IPY) Present Process, Past Changes,
Spatiotemporal Dynamics (PPSA). Further logistical support was provided by the
Labrador Highland Research Group (LHRG); ajoi nt collaboration between the
Department of Geography and Department of Biology at Memorial University of
Newfoundland.
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2. LITERATURE REV IEW
Thi s section presen ts an overvi ew of the curr ent literature regard ing the influen ce of
topographic variables on vegetation patterns (sec tion 2. 1). Climate interpolation and
change detection are discussed in sec tions 2.2 and 2.3, respec tive ly. Sec tion 2.4 disc usses
how Bayesian probab ilities have been used in a range of studies and how they are adapted
to eco log ica l modellin g. Secti ons 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 present a syno psis of the modell ing
techniques that will be used in this study.
2. 1 To pog raphic variables
Te mperature plays an important ro le in the posit ion and movement of vege tation and
ecotones . However, topograph y can sometimes be an inhibit or or prom oter of vege tation
shifts. Rupp et al. (200 I) found that the "interac tion between topograph y, clim ate, and
disturb ance cou ld alter pattern s to reduce or offset current predicted positi ve feedba cks to
warmi ng at high latitudes." Their result s indicated that topography played a major role in
constrainin g the movement of the boreal forest into treeless areas, whereby the Brooks
Range in Alaska was found to be an envi ronmenta l barrier to forest expans ion (Rupp et
al., 200 1).
Treml and Banas (200 8) studied the effect s of exposure on alpine treelin e
position . They found that the highest position s of the treeline were genera lly distribut ed
on slopes receivin g higher heat load s. Surface s facing in the southwes t direction
generally receive more sunlight, thus more direct heating. Therefore, given sufficie nt
levels of precipit ation , seedlings are more likely to survive . This implies a faster upward
II
shi ll of the treel ine on favo urable aspec ts as a consequence of these genera lly warmer
temp erature s (Treml and Bana s, 2008) .
Holland and Steyn ( 1975) state that the effect of aspect varies with latitude. With
a higher sun-ang le (i.e. those near the equator) the radiant energy incident upon a north-
or cas t- facing slope would be grea ter than those areas with a low sun-angle (i.e. those at
higher lat itudes). The authors state that the effects of aspect are most prom inent at 45°
latitud e or greater north and so uth of the equator (Holland and Steyn , 1975). The Mealy
Mountain s study area is centered at approx imate ly 53.5° N, an area where the effects of
aspec t would be signi ficant.
Aspect is a circular measurement , with va lues ranging from 0° to 360 °. However,
whil e there is a consi de rable num erical di fference betwee n 2° and 358°, on the gro und
they are both north- facing. Therefore, Miller (2005) developed the concept of
"so uthwes tness ." Southwestness is a scalar measurement ranging from - I to I. Perfect ly
southwest-facing slopes (con sidered the most favourable for growth) receive values of I.
As the aspect moves farther from southwes t, the va lues decrease. A northeast-facing
slope is coded as -I . All values in between (e.g. north west, so utheas t, eas t, etc.) wo uld
fall somewhere within the two extremes .
2.2 Climate dat a int erpol ati on
When climate data are not availab le for a particu lar study area, there are method s used to
interpolate these values . Hanson ( 1987) uses linear regression to determin e the mass
balance of a glacie r from known temp eratur es at a nearby weather station. The
researc hers' goa l was to develop a long-runn ing record of glacial mass balance; however.
12
only 17 yea rs of mass balance data were avai lable. A climate statio n located 120 krn
away had continu ous weather measurement s cover ing the entire time frame of interest.
Regression was performed betwe en the climat e station's mean summer temp eratur es and
the glacial mass balance. Hanson ( 1987) found high negative cor relations between the
climate data, particularly mean summer temp eratu res, and the obse rved glacie r mass
balance.
The methodology outlined in the precedin g study was adapted for two climate
stations at Goose Bay and Cartwright to interpol ate clim ate conditions at the Mealy
Mount ains study area . The result s of this ana lysis are presented in Chapter 3.
2.3 Change detection
Histor ic land cover conditions provide useful information regarding vege tation trends .
When developing a model to pred ict potenti al future conditions, it is important to be
aware of these changes, as they are used to ca librate the model.
The use of multi-t emp oral satellite imagery permit s the long-term monitoring of
vege tation changes . These changes are usually evident over deca da l time sca les (Epstein
et al.. 2004) . Jano et a/. ( 1998) used Landsa t imagery from 1973, 1984, and 1993 to
exa mine changes in vege tation patterns due to herbivore foraging . The authors noted that
in order to avo id confus ing seaso nal changes in vege tation with long-term fluctuat ions, it
is preferable to obtain imagery recorded at times when the developm ent of vegetat ion is at
identi cal or very similar stages. Thus, late-summ er provides the ideal time frame for
image acq uisi tion. During this period , different vege tatio n types are expec ted to be in
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similar growth stages, and have yet to experience the colder fall temp eratur es which
decrease photosynth etic activ ity.
Change detecti on techniqu es wor k with two types of data: quali tative and
quantit ati ve. For exa mple, a land cover map showi ng seve ral discrete classes of
vege tation is cons idered qualitati ve. A Norma lized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVl)
wo uld represe nt quantitat ive data (Myne ni et al., 1995; Stow et al., 2004; Jensen , 2005).
Eastman (2009) lists severa l change detection tec hniques for both types of data.
For qualit ati ve data , a cross tabulation is often performed, where the numb er of pixels that
change from one class to ano ther are tall ied. Values along the diagonal of the matrix
(whose rows and co lumns represent the classes of the images, which must be identical)
represent no change in land cove r types. The off-diago nal values represent transiti ons
from one class to another. A Kappa Index of Agreement (KIA) genera lly acco mpanies a
cross tab ulation. This value, computed for the who le image and also lo r each class in the
image, represe nts the level of agree ment betwee n the two images. If considerab le change
has occurred, the Kappa value will be low, representin g a low level of agree ment between
the images. The per class Kappa values tend to be more useful as they show the level of
agreement wit hin eac h land cover class; so ifan overa ll Kappa is low, one or more of the
per class Kappa val ues may still be high, indicating some level of persistence.
When data are in a quant itative form, such as an NDVI image, there are severa l
diffe rent methods that can be utilized. The most common, and usuall y most in formative ,
is image di ffe rencing (Byrne et al., 1980; Hayes et al., 200 I). Th is techn ique involves
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subtrac ting images from two dif ferent dates. Often, the raw di fference values are
extremely high or low . Therefore, it is recomm ended to norm alize these va lues as a
percent chan ge (later-earlier/earlier), a standardized image (z-score), or a classified
standardized image (z-scores divided into classes).
2.4 Bayesian probublllties
When combining datasets, the Bayesian approac h uses a probabilit y framework to
represent the data portr ayed from multipl e sources. The Bayesian method wo rks with the
notion of prior and posterior prob abiliti es (Bonham-Carter, 1994) . Given a continu ous
area of vege tation over a known geog raphic space, a prior probabilit y would be the
likelih ood of find ing a particul ar land cove r at a give n time, based so lely on the
proportions of di fferent land cove rs currently in the defin ed space . The prior probab ility
of finding a particular land cove r, in this case, is the ratio of the area of that land cover to
the total area of the study site. Posterior probabilit ies are calcul ated by adding predicti ve
vari ables to the prior probability.
Borsuk et a/.. (2006) used a Bayesian prob abil ity framewor k to analyse the
decl ine of brown trout in Swiss rivers. They intro duced varia bles such as grave l bed
conditi ons, water qual ity and temp erature, disease rates, and hab itat conditions to develop
posterior prob abiliti es. Ca ley et a/., (2008) adapted a similar techniqu e for estimating the
success of introduced plant s. They combin ed prior estimates of the probabilit y o f
naturali sation and the time from introduct ion to natur alisation. The authors conclude that
estimating the success rate of introdu ced plant s and ignoring the prior estimates result s in
high success rates, however, their estimates were very uncertain. Introdu cing the prior
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estimates into the prob ability fram ework decre ased the calcul ated success rate and the
uncert aint y associated therein .
2.5 Markov chains
Marko v chain s pro vide the propen sit y for a parti cular state to tran siti on to anoth er state in
the system (Collins, 1975) . Thi s meth odolo gy can be applied to vegetation studies, wher e
a parti cul ar state co uld be, for exampl e, a land cove r, and a sys tem is made up of several
land cover classes.
A Markov chain is a stoch astic proc ess with deterministic elements. Generally
speaking, a stoc hastic proce ss is defin ed as one whi ch provides the probabilit y assoc iated
with a se t of possibl e future outco mes. In a deterministi c process, state X is always
follow ed by state Y. How ever , in a stochast ic proc ess, state X is foll owed by state Y,
with a prob abilit y p, and by stat e Z with a prob ability q = 1 - p (Collin s, 1975).
A process is deemed Markovian when it fulfills the Mark ov propert y. Acc ording
to Logofet and Lesna ya (2000), " if the chain is in a state i at a give n tim e moment .1', then
the probability Pij (.~.t) that it will be in a state} at a subs equ ent tim e instant t>» does not
depend on the chain beh aviour before the moment .1'." Thus, the state ofa sys tem at a
give n time dep end s on the state of the sys tem at the tim e period prior to it, but no further
into the past. In th is situation, the proc ess is consid ered a first-ord er Mark ov cha in.
Th e ord er of a Mark ov chain dict ates the influ ence of past events on the current
eve nt. At time 1(0+1) , the state of the sys tem is depend ent on the state at tim e 1(0), plu s
some other random function. Th is is referred to as a first-orde r Mark ov chain. In a
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second-order Mark ov chain , the state of the system at tim e 1(0+1) is depend ent on the
state at time 1(0) and time 1(0-1) (Co llins, 1975) .
A transition matri x, denoted P, with k possibl e states, is defin ed as:
[
Pll P12 Plj j
P 21 P 22 P 2j
P = : :
P i! P i2 ... pu
Equation 2. 1 Markov transiti on matrix
Where:
Pij = the prob abilit y of trans itioning from state ito statej in the next time step.
The transition probabiliti es, Pij, are given for eve ry pair of states in the system.
The prob ab ilities must be non-negative, and all rows sum to I . Over time, the Markov
chain will reach equilibrium, where the numb er of entities in a system leaving a parti cular
state is equal to the numb er going into that state, resulting in no change to the sys tem with
success ive time steps (Collin s, 1975).
There has been considerabl e work relating the application of Markov chains to
vege tation success ion and dynamic s (Us her, 1981; Lippe et 01., 1985; Balzter, 2000;
Logofet and Lesnaya, 2000; Benabdellah et 01.,2003) . As with many eco log ical
success ion studies, ce rtain ass umptions must be made before an analys is can beg in.
Mark ov chains are no exce ption, and, as Balzter (2000) sugges ts, the pred iction of future
spec ies (state) proporti ons makes the following ass umptions:
• time-homogeneity,
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• spatial dependence (influence on a species by neighb ourin g spec ies),
• absence of coloni sation by new spec ies', and
• first-order Markov dependence
The issue of time-homogen eity refer s to the period into the future that a Markov
chain can forec ast. This concept is more thoroughly explained by Logofe t and Lesnaya
(2000). The idea stems from the invariant enviro nment hypothesis. In eco log ical term s,
the invariance hypothesis means that:
"no important chan ges [can] occur in the key factor s of the environment
affectin g the cour se of succession durin g the period of prediction as
compar ed with the factor s durin g the period of observations in which
estimation of the transition probabiliti es can be relied upon (Logofe t
and Lesnaya, 2000 )."
Thi s assumpti on of tim e-homogeneit y in a Markov chain implies that transition
prob abiliti es can only be calcul ated into the future for T years , where T is the maximum
number of year s between the earliest and latest available observed data. Thi s hypothesis
also assum es that no major chan ges took place in the environment, such as disease, lire,
or floodin g. In the case of the Mealy Mount ain s study, the earliest imagery is 1983 wh ile
the latest is 2008. If foll ow ing the time-homogeneity ass umption and the invariance
hypothesis, Markov chains can only be forecas ted 25 years (2008- 1983 = 25 yea rs) into
the future. A fter 25 years, the Mark ov transition prob abil ities become unrel iable due to a
lack of data.
The second point , spatial dependence, refers to the prop ensit y for an obje ct in
space to be more like the objects near it. This is a fundamental co ncept in geogra phy and
spa tia l ana lysis . Markov chains deal with transit ions between states ove r time, but do not
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incorporate space. In other word s, the spatial arra ngement of the states in a sys tem (if the
syste m is in fact spatia l) has no impact on the transition probabi lities produced by the
Markov chain . This is an issue which is accou nted for by introduc ing othe r mode lling
techniqu es into the analys is, such as ce llular auto mata (Sec tion 2.6) .
The th ird point outlined by Balzter (2000), the abse nce of co lonisa tion by a new
species, means that no new species' can be introduced into the model that were not
prese nt at time f(O} . The linal point, first-o rder dependence, was discussed earlier in this
sec tion. In the context of this study, once a vege tation type occ upies a space at time f(II} ,
and the next time step, f(II+I} , is ana lyzed, the vege tation types present at time f(II-I } are
no longer releva nt. It is beca use of th is that first-order Markov chai ns are suitable for
vege tation studies (Balzter, 200 0).
Give n that the model used in this study is influ enced heavily by Markov
processes, these ass umptions (time-homoge neity, spatia l depen dence, absence of
co lonisa tion, and first-or der depend ence) are importa nt, and were conside red carefully
when develop ing the model, espec ially that of tim e-homogeneity. The issue of spatial
dependence was addresse d by introducing a cellular automata model.
2.6 Cellular automata
Ce llular automata are gaining popul arity in eco logy due to their ab ility to incorporate
spatia l constraint s on ecosystem developm ent. Wolfram ( 1983) states that ce llular
automata "a re used as simple mathematical models to investigate self-organization in
statistica l mechanics." They consists of a "sequence of sites with va lues aor 1[.. . ] with
eac h site evo lving determini stically in discrete time steps accor ding to definit e rules
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invo lv ing the values of its nearest neighb our s." In other words, units in a sys tem (e.g.
pixels in a raster dataset ) evo lve based on the sta te of the unit s surro unding them.
Th e uniqu e characteristic of ce llular automata is tha t the sta te of a ce ll is dictated
by the sta tes o f the cell s in its neighb ourhood and known transition rules . The most
co mmo n neighb ourh oods are the Moore-neighb ourh ood (co nsis ting o f the ce ntre ce ll and
its neighb our ing eig ht cell s) and the von Ne umann-neig hbo urhoo d (co nsis ting of the
ce ntre ce ll and its neighb ouring four ce lls) (F igure 2.1) (Ba lzter et al., 1998).
Moore-Neighb ourh ood vo n Ne umann-Neig hbo urhood
Figure 2. 1 Most common ce llular automata neighb ourh oods (adopted fro m De Sm ith et
aI., 2007)
Wh ile Figure 2.1 represent s the most commo n ce llular au tomata neighb ou rhood s,
there are seve ra l othe r options ava ilable. The Idrisi Taiga (Eas tman, 2009) so ftwa re has a
set neighb ourh ood ; however , it can be modifi ed by the user. Fig ure 2.2 shows the Idrisi
Taiga cellul ar auto mata default sea rch neighb ourhood .
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Figur e 2.2 Idrisi Ta iga ce llular automata searc h neighbourh ood
The purp ose of a neighb ourh ood such as the one presented in Figure 2.2 is to
pro vide a grea ter weight on neighb our ing pixels than on more distant pixels. Observation
of the neighbourh ood reveals that the inner 3 x 3 block is the same as the Moore-
Neighbourhood outlined abo ve.
A simpl e cellu lar automaton, denoted A, is defin ed as:
A = < L.Q,o.[ >
Equation 2.2 A simple ce llular automaton
Where:
L = raster surface
Q =statespace
()= neighbourhoo d templ ate
f = trans ition function
(Balz ter etal., \ 998)
The tran sit ion rules can be either determinist ic or stochastic (Cza ran and Sandor ,
\992), though stochas tic rule s have pro ven to perform better in eco log ica l theor y than
determini stic rule s (Phipp s, 1992) . The transition rule s take the form :
Equation 2.3 Example of transition rule lor ce llular automata
2 \
Where:
a~ = state of the cell s at time f
r = range of the neighb ourh ood of cell s
f = loca l tran siti on functi on repre sentin g the tran sition rule s.
In eco logica l studies, particul arly those dealing with vege tation, an unoccupi ed
(e.g. dead) ce ll can becom e occ upied (e.g. alive) if a certain numb er of its neighb ours are
already occ upied. Co nve rse ly, the rules cou ld be altered such that ove rcrow ding (a target
ce ll and a specifie d numb er of its neighb ours are occ upied) causes death . There is also
the case of scarcity, in which an occupi ed target ce ll dies of ' lone liness' (e.g. lack of
protection) when too few neighbour s are present. For example, a parti cular vege tation
class is likely to continui ng adva ncing to new areas ifall its neighb our ing pixels are
unoccup ied or occ upied by land covers suscep tible to co lonisa tion.
Ce llular automata are discrete in time, space, and state, and can model processes
at large sca les (e.g. land scap e dynamics) and sma ll scales (e.g. sing le popu lation s)
(Balzter et al., 1998). The y forecast specific scenarios (states), at an exact point in time,
ave ra spatially discrete area.
2.7 Ce llula r a uto ma ta -Mar kov eha in hybrid modellin g
Markov chains have no spatial comp onent. The influence of neighbour ing features, thus,
has no implicit impact on the transition of one state to another in Mark ov chain
pred ictions . Cellular automata address this shortco ming. Markov chain s and cellular
automata algorithms can be integrated in most spatial ana lysis so ftware. Such a coupling
offe rs the adva ntage of an integra ted environment which incorporates stoc hastic processes
(fro m the Markov chain) with pre-determ ined rules (fro m the ce llular automata)
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conce rn ing both the dynamic s ofa land scape and the spatial patterns present in the
vegetation.
In the remote sensing and spatia l mode lling software program /DR fSf Taiga
(2009), the ce llular automata- Markov chain model, or CA_Markov modul e, wo rks in th is
mann er. The modul e combines the followi ng comp onents to produ ce a prediction of land
cover change:
• Basis land cover image: a map of the initial land cover state used;
• Markov transition areas fi le: transit ion areas deri ved from class ified images used
in the Markov modul e;
• Transition suitability image collection: set of images that show the suitability of
transitio n for each individ ual land cover class;
• Number 0/cellular automata iterations: numb er of times the ce llular auto mata
repeats. This is the same value as the Number oftime periods to project forward
fro m the second image field in the Markov modul e (Eas tman, 2009 ; Marshall and
Randihir, 2008) .
Gene rally, a test prediction would be made forwa rd to a time with an observed
land cover state. The predicted and obse rved land cover s can then be compa red in order
to estimate the pred ictive power of the model (Eastman, 2009) .
2.8 Summary ofliterature review
The literature presente d in this section provide valuable insight into the tech nique s
avai lable for modell ing past and future vege tation conditio ns. To pographic varia bles,
such as aspec t, eleva tion, and topographic shape, have a direct influence on the location
and move ment of vege tation, acti ng as both inhibitors and promoters of chan ge. Thi s
know ledge allows one to more fully explore the relatio nships betwee n land covers and
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co rres ponding topograph ic charac teris tics . The topograph ic variab les are used directl y in
the ce llular automata- Ma rkov chain model.
C limate is highl y associa ted with the movem ent of vege tation over time . Wh ile it
is not includ ed in the mod el as a distinct varia ble, it is repr esented impli citl y w ithin the
Mark ov cha in projecti on s as we ll as adiabatic rate layers within the Bayesian
prob abil ities.
The Mark ov chain and ce llular auto mata models provide the pred ictive tools used
within thi s study . Th e co upling of the two provid es an ana lysis which consi ders both
time and space .
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3. DATA SOU RCES
This chapter presents the co llection and processing of the field data (Sectio n 3. 1). The
clim ate data are describ ed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 outlines the avai lable aerial and
sate llite imagery and the proce ssing steps perform ed in order to classify the images.
Section 3.4 ex plains the genera tion of the topographic variables and how they were used
to develop the Bayesian probabilit ies (Sec tion 3.5).
3.1 Field dat a
In preparati on for field work in 200 8, sample point s were generated based on rand om
sampling stratified by eleva tion (derived from a digital eleva tion model (DEM» and
groundcove r spectra l signatures (derived from a high- resoluti on 2005 Quickbird sate llite
image) . Thi s stratifi cation met hod was chosen to ensure a diversity of groundcovers were
present in the field samples. Field work was carried out from 4 Jul y to 20 Jul y, 2008.
A total of74 field point s were co llected (F igure 3. 1). The X and Y coord inates of
the collected samples are listed in App endi x A. At each of the sample point s, fi ve I m2
quadrat samples were set up. Four quadrat s were placed at a distan ce of 10 m from the
centr e point in the four primar y cardina l directions. A fifth point , chose n randoml y, was
placed in either the north west, northeast, southeas t, or southwes t direction (C hen et 01.,
2007) (Figure 3.2). At each quadrat, the percent cover of all species' present was
record ed. Avera ge heights of each species and average so il depth wer e also recorded. A
top-down photograph of each quadrat was taken using a digital camera. Thi s prot ocol
was applied in non-forested area s where vege tation is low-lying.
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Figure 3. 1 Sampling location s for field point s, upp er and lower clima te station locat ion
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Figure 3.2 Qua dra t Method applied to low- lying vegetation
Given that the data are arrange d in gro ups of five points, interp reting dom inant
land cove rs would resul t in statistics highly influenced by cluste ring. Therefo re, the mean
of eac h quadrat was ca lculated to produ ce a value for eac h gro undcove r type prese nt that
was representati ve of the site . The resul t is a single quadrat with the ave rage percentage
cove r of eac h recorded spec ies; representin g the co nditions ove r a 20 m x 20 rn area. The
18 gro undcove r classes were also grouped into land cover classes as developed by
Meades ( 1990) . The gro ups are as follows: tundr a, krumrnholz, decidu ous shrub,
conifero us shrub , open canopy, closed canopy, understory, bedroc k, wate r, and fen/bog .
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Where tall trees were dom inant , the Point- Cent er Quart er (PCQ) sampling scheme
was used (Mitche ll, 2007) . Thi s technique involv es recording the distance to the closest
tree o f eac h species in four quadrant s (N E, NW , SE, and SW) (Figure 3.3). At eac h tree,
the basal diam eter and the diameter at breast height (DBH) were recorded. Black spruce
and eas tern larch were the most abundant species' encountered, with sporadic occ urrences
of balsam fir (Abies ba/samia ) and whit e spruce (Picea g/auca) .
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Figure 3.3 Point- Center Qu arter (PCQ) method . Applied in forested areas . Note that
onl y the neare st tree o f each spec ies was chose n per qu adran t. (BS : Black Spr uce; WS:
Whit e Spruce; BF : Balsam Fir ; L: Larch)
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excluded, as they are repr esent ed adequate ly by the open canopy and closed canopy
a sample photograph. The classes used in the tabl e co rres pond wi th those outlined by
Sample Image
Low-lying vegetation,
frequently
interspersed with
bedrock.
Characteristics
Environmentally-
stunted coniferous
shrubs.
Dominant
Ve etation
Labrador tea,
crowberry,
bearb erry. kalmia ,
mosses,li chens
Tab le 3. 1 lists the diffe ren t land cove r types with general charac teristics as we ll as
Tundra
Land Cover
Krummholz White spruce,
black spruce
Mead es (1990) . However , the decidu ou s shrub and coniferou s shrub classes have been
Tab le 3. 1 Land cover classes, composi tion, and sample images
classes.
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Table 3.1 cont 'd
Understory Moss
Closed Black spruce,
Canopy white spruce,
balsam fir, larch
Land Cover
Open
Canopy
Domin ant
Ve etation
Black spruce,
white spruce,
balsam fir, larch
Chara cteristics
Old growth forests
with sparse canopy
cover.
Old growth forest
with cons idera ble
canopy cove r.
Primarily located
within old growt h
forests.
Sample Image
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Table 3.1 cont 'd
Land Cover
Fen/Bog
Bedrock
Water
Dominant
Ve etation
Grasses, sedges
Exposed bedrock,
boulders. shattered
boulders
Characteristics
Usually wet areas
dominated by sedges
and rushes
Interspersed with
tundra vegetation.
Primarily at higher
elevations.
Waterbodies,
seasonal and
ermanent.
For the purposes of image classification, the above listed classes were grouped
one step furth er into more manageable unit s. Using a sup erv ised classification, the
images wer e classified into one of four classes: decidu ou s shrub (DSI-I), conife rou s shrub
(CSI-I), heath (HTI-I), and bedroc k/expo sed (B RK) . The se four classes effic iently captur e
the vegetation type s listed in Tab le 3. 1. Additiona lly, Meades ( 1983) suggests tha t, given
suffic ient time, shrub classes will eventually over take the heath landcover. It sho uld be
3 1
noted that the bedrock/exposed land cover cla sses rep resent s areas with expose d bedrock,
as well as ex pose d so il.
As will be discussed in Chap ter 4, the heat h and bedrock/expose d land cove rs
occupy simi lar topo graphic co nditions. In most cases, they are within close proximit y to
one another. Thi s leads to pix el-mi xing between the two land covers, whereby heath and
bedrock/exposed occ upy the same pixel. Thus, the spectra l signature is skewed, mak ing
class ification more di fficult. This issue is con found ed by the fact that heath and
bedro ck/exposed are very different in the infrar ed band . Figure 3.4 illustr ates the spec tra l
sig natures of heath and bedrock/exp osed . These va lues we re extrac ted by se lecting areas
of both land covers form a high reso lutio n Quickbird image.
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Figure 3.4 Spectra l signa tures of heath and bedrock/exposed
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Pixel-mixing often results in misclassifications, This in tum results in potential
errors in modelling. While these errors are unavoidable, it is important to be aware of
them when analyzing results and forming conclusions.
3.2 Climate Data
3.2.1 Regional climate data
Historical climate data were obtained from Environment Canada (2009) for Goose Bay
(1942-2008) and Cartwright (1941-2007). These data were used to interpolate climatic
conditions for the Mealy Mountains based on the method outlined by Hanson (1987).
3.2.2 Local climate data
Climate data were collected for the study area from 17 July, 200 I to 8 July, 2007.
Climate stations at 570 m and 1000 m (Figure 3.1) collected minimum, maximum and
average temperature, as well as solar flux and ground temperature (Jacobs, 2007). These
data represent local conditions, and can thus be used in conjunction with the Goose Bay
and Cartwright data to develop a long-running climate record for the Mealy Mountains.
Data were interpolated at both local climate stations (570 m and 1000 m), allowing for the
calculation of adiabatic rates.
3.2.3 Climate data interpolation
To interpolate a long-running series of climate data lor the Mealy Mountains, an ordinary
least-squares (OLS) regression was performed using climate data from Goose Bay and
Cartwright (Hanson, 1987). The maximum daily temperature data for all years was
compiled by month into separate files. Maximum temperatures arc used in this study
because they represent the upper limit of vegetation growth (Miller, 2005). Additionally,
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the mean temp eratur es for the Ca rtwright and Goose Bay wea ther stations are an average
of the minimum and maximum values for eaeh day and not a running average of all
values co llecte d. OLS regressions were perform ed using the Ca rtwright and Goose Bay
data as the inde pendent variables agai nst the upper ( 1000 m) and lower (570 m) elevation
Mealy Mount ain climat e stations. The resultin g coe fficients and constants were used to
interpolate the Mealy Mount ain s climate data to cove r the entire time frame of interest.
The interpolat ed results were compared to the obse rved climat e data from the Mealy
Mountain s climate stations.
The calculated regression coefficients and constant s are based on dail y data,
grouped into separate monthl y files. Therefore, the se coe ffic ients represent average
monthl y cond itions. While the input data contained daily va lues, the interpolated result s
will be monthl y ave rages .
The seaso nal fluctuations in coe fficients suggest a grea ter influence from
Maritim e weather patterns, represented by the Cartwrig ht climate data, durin g the winter
months. In the summer month s, the Mealy Mount ain s are more influ enced by inland ,
continenta l weath er pattern s, as represe nted by the Goose Bay cl imate data (F igure 3.5) .
Table 3.2 lists the monthl y coeffi cients and constant s for the upper and lower clim ate
stations.
The Root Mean Squar e Error (RMSE) was calculated betwe en the observed and
predict ed temp erature s for the upper and lower climat e stations. The RMS E for the upper
clim ate station is 0.777" C. The RMSE for the lower climate station is 0.969° C. These
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error va lues pro ve the effica cy o f the OLS reg ressio n mod el for pred ictin g long term
tem peratu re va lues for the Mealy Mountains.
Tab le 3.2 Upper and lowe r cli mate station regre ssio n coefficients for maximum
temp erature
Lower Climate Station Upper Climate Station
Cartwright Goose Bay Constant Cartwright Goose Bay Constant
January 0.628 0.243 -3.332 0.452 0.347 -5.822
February 0.949 0.250 1.227 0.632 0.282 -5.705
March 0.688 0.330 -1.954 0.866 0.169 -5.805
April 0.378 0.465 -1.519 0.562 0.363 -6.006
May 0.300 0.581 -2.138 0.275 0.559 -5.9 13
June 0.230 0.562 0.255 0.246 0.585 -4.89 1
July 0. 193 0.623 0.378 0.252 0.482 -0.965
August 0.237 0.624 -0.330 0.205 0.600 -3.505
September 0.385 0.586 -2.965 0.450 0.519 -7.189
October 0.656 0.390 -4.085 0.563 0.425 -6.977
November 0.67 1 0.350 -3.578 0.646 0.422 -6.364
December 0.7 16 0.296 -2.753 0.706 0.280 -5.675
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Figure 3.5 Upper and lower clim ate station regression coe fficie nts for maximum
temp eratur e
3.2.4 Adia batic rates
Adiabatic rates were ca lculated using the average d maximum temperat ures for Jun e to
September for yea rs co rresponding to the sate llite image ry ( 1983, 200 1, 2005, and 2008).
The rate of change values are ca lculated by dividing the difference between the
upper and lower climate sta tions by the eleva tion difference betwee n the two stations
(Equation 3. 1).
ARy ear = ;: =i1
Equation 3. 1 Adiaba tic rate
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Where:
ARrear = adiabatic rate for year of interes t;
Til ' = upper climate station temperature;
T, = lower climate station temperature;
Ell = upper climate statio n elevation;
E, = lowe r climate sta tion eleva tion .
The adiabatic rates were deve loped using map algebra calc ulations . The DEM for
the study area was rescale d using raster algebra suc h that elevatio ns of 570 m becam e
zero . Elevations higher than 570 m beca me increasingly nega tive , whi le elevations lower
than 570 m became increasingly positive. If a tempera ture is known at 570 m, it is
expec ted that at lower elevat ions the temper atur e is higher and at higher elevations it is
lower. Nex t, the following algeb ra was applied to the above mentioned raster layer:
Adiabatic Layer = Tyear + ARyear(RscCE lev)
Equation 3.2 Raster algebra performed to develop adiabatic change layers
Where:
Adiabatic Layer = the output adiabatic layer for the study area ;
Tn'lIr = average J-J-A-S maximum temperature for each year ;
i Rn'lIr = the known adia batic rate for each given year ;
RsclElev = the rescaled elevatio n layer (where 570 m is equa l to 0) .
The output of this opera tion is a separa te laye r for eac h yea r in whic h higher
eleva tions have lower tempera tures and vice versa . At elevations of 570 m and 1000 m,
the temp eratur es on the adiabatic layers correspond to that of the lower and upper climate
stations, respec tive ly. An exa mple of an adiabatic rate layer fo r 2008 is show n in Figu re
3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Adiab atic rate layer for 2008, showi ng 10 C tem perature intervals and upper
and lower clim ate station
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Tab le 3.3 lists the averaged maximum temp eratu res for Jun e to Se ptember from 1983 to
2008 for both clima te sta tions, as well as the calcul ated rate of change va lues for eac h
year.
Ta ble 3.3 Rate of change in temp eratur e (June to Se ptembe r maxim a; image ry years
shown in bold )
Lower Upper Rate of
Year Climate Climate Change
Station (0C) Station (0C) (OC/m)
1983 14.2 10.1 -0.0095
1984 14.0 9.8 -0.0097
1985 13.7 9.6 -0.009 5
1986 13.0 8.9 -0 .009 5
1987 13.9 9.8 -0.0 095
1988 13.9 9. 7 -0.0 096
1989 14.3 10.3 -0 .0094
1990 13.7 9. 7 -0.0094
199 1 12.9 8.8 -0.0096
1992 13.5 9.5 -0 .009 4
1993 13.7 9.6 -0 .0096
1994 14. 2 10.1 -0.0095
1995 14.6 10.5 -0 .0096
1996 14. 1 10 .0 -0 .0095
1997 13.7 9.7 -0 .0093
1998 14.5 10 .4 -0.0095
1999 15.4 11.4 -0 .0095
2000 15.2 11.1 -0 .0096
2001 14.3 10.3 -0.0094
2002 14.4 10. 3 -0.0094
2003 16. 1 12 .0 -0.0095
2004 14 .8 10.6 -0 .009 7
2005 15.3 11.2 -0.0096
2006 15.9 11.9 -0.0094
2007 15.0 10.9 -0 .00 96
2008 15.5 11.3 -0 .0097
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3.3 Aer ia l photograph y and sa te lli te ima ger y
Aer ia l photog raphy (fro m 1950) and sate llite imagery (spanni ng fro m 1983 to 2008) were
co llected for the study area . The sate ll ite ima ges were collected between late Jul y and
mid -Sept em ber. Sa te ll ite image reso lutio n va ried fro m 15 m to 79 m. All of the ima ges ,
wit h the ex ce ption o f the ae rial photograp hs, ca pture data in the visib le and near- infra red
wave lengt hs . Tab le 3.4 list s the types of imagery and spatia l reso luti on s .
Tab le 3.4 Deta ils of ae ria l ph otograph y and sate llite ima ge ry
Date
Sensor and
Resolution (m) Band Re-samplin g
Platform Configuration RMS(m)
1950 Airborne - 1.3 N /A N /A
24 Julyl9 83 Landsat4MSS 79 B. G. R, NIR 35.9
20 September Landsat 7 30
B, G, R. NIR, Used as base
200 1 ETM+ T1R image
6 September Quickbird 2.5 B. G, R. NIR lmage not re-2005 sampled
13 September ASTE R -
15 3 bands from 50.1
2005 TERRA 0.52-0.864m
30 August 2008
SPOT4-
20 G. R, NIR 12.9
HRVIR
Eight ae rial ph otograph s from 1950 were used to cove r the study area. To account
for ph oto d istorti on s du e to eleva tion, the image s were scanned and orthorecti fied. They
we re then mosaick ed and cro pped to for m a sing le, continuo us image spa nning a regio n
larger tha n tha t of the study area. T he ae ria l photograp hs we re not used in the cha nge
detect ion meth od s. However, they were used to del ineate an approx ima te bound ary
between fore sted and non- fores ted areas . Th e de lineation was used as a binary (fore st vs.
non -forest ) va riable withi n the Bayesian prob ab ilit y layers, as di scu ssed later.
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All satellite imagery was georeferenced and resampled to 20 m resoluti on. This
resolution repre sented the only option with regards to resampling given the original
resolution of the image s (Table 3.4) . Radiometric and atmospheric corrections were also
performed to minimi ze differenc es between images due to fluctuation s in atmos pheric
conditi ons at the time of image acquisition. The details of the correct ions perform ed are
given in Appendix B. Multi-t emp oral imagery has the potential provide insight into the
degree of chan ge that has occurred over the past 25 years. The procedure and specifics
of the above mentioned corrections are outlined in Appendix B.
To facilitate change detection and modellin g effort s, the images were classifi ed
using a supervised classificati on algorithm. Thi s proc edur e delineates land covers based
on trainin g sites provided by the user. Th is method tend s to produc e higher classification
accuracies with more modifiable trainin g and testing sites (Eastman, 2009).
The satellite images were classified using a combination of field data and user
knowledge, in conj unction with a high-resolution Quickbird image from 2005 . The field
data are used to develop trainin g sites where a domin ant land cover is identifi able. In
areas with sparse field data coverage, a combination of user knowl edge from field surveys
and high resoluti on Quickbird imagery was used to delin eate homogenous land cover
types. Thi s ancillary data was most useful for the coniferous shrub (CSH) and
bedroc k/expo sed (BRK) land cover classes , as these areas are easily distinguishabl e on
the Quickbird image. Trainin g sites were deline ated on the 200 8 image, as this was the
same year the field data were collected . Therefore, it is logical to ass ume that in earlier
images the land cove rs were not exactly the same. If there was a change in the land cover
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from earlier dates to 2008, the classification acc uracies may be lower. Tab le 3.5 lists the
class ifi cation accuracies for each image. Note that the ' no data' and water areas have
been removed from the ove rall acc uracy ca lculations
Tab le 3.5 Satellite image classificat ion accuracies derived from Kapp a coe fficient of
agreement
2008 2005 2001 1983
SPOT ASTER LETM+ LMSS
OSH 0.5957 (60%) 0.6608(66%) 0.8239(82%) 0.6860(69%)
CSH 1.0000( 100%) 0.8869 (89%) 1.0000 (100%) 0.8618(86 %)
HTH 0.5824(58%) 0.5833(5 8%) 0.535 1(53%) 0.3684 (37%)
BRK 0.5625(5 6%) 0.8747 (87%) 0.6630 (66%) 0.3568( 36%)
Overall 0.6363(63%) 0.7345(73'1..) 0.7148 (71'Yo) 0.5163 (52%)
Figures 3.7 to 3. 10 present s the final classi fied images . The line mark ing the
approximate transition between forested and non-forested areas, as delineated from the
aeri al photogra phs, is displ ayed .
3.4 Topographic data
Topographic data, including elevation, slope, aspec t, expos ure, topographic relative
moisture index (TRMI), and topograph ic shape index (TS I), were extracted from a
I:50,000 sca le digital eleva tion model (OEM). These data were used in conjunction with
the aerial and sate llite imagery to determine the effect that topographic conditions have
on vegetation change.
Elevation and slope are measurements extracted from OEMs in most spatial
ana lysis so ftware and are not discussed here. The remainin g indices, however, requi red
further processing.
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Figure 3.7 Land cove r classifi cation (1983)
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Figure 3. 10 Land cover class ification (2008)
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Due to the circular nature of aspec t, probl ems can arise when attempting to
determ ine its e ffect on vege tation patterns. Mill er (2005) proposes a "southwestness"
(SWne ss) index . Miller ' s index, howev er, is given for degrees (0), when it should be
calcul ated with radian s, as the origina l formul a produ ced output erro rs. The adaptation of
Miller 's (2005) equation, with degrees conver ted to rad ians, is:
SWness = cos (asp) - cos(ra d(225 °))
Equation 3.3 Modifi ed southwes tness (S Wness) index
Where:
S Wness = the modified southwes tness index (ranging from - 1.0 to 1.0);
asp = the original aspect layer in radians;
The topographic shape index (TS I), ado pted from McNab ( 1989), is a measure of
the shape and position of the land as it relates to the land forms surro unding it. For
exa mple, va lley floors tend to have highl y negati ve values, va lley wa lls have TS I values
approaching 0, and mount ain peaks and ridges have highly positive TSI values . Areas
with highly variab le elevations tend to have a broader TSI range. Regions such as the
Mealy Mount ains, charac terised by rollin g hill s and gentle slopes, tend to have a more
constrained TS I range . The TS I, calculated using map algebra, is as follows :
TSI = DEM - f ocalm ean(d em,neighb ourh ood,x)
Equation 3.4 Topo graphi c shape index (TSI)
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Where:
TSI = topographi c shape index;
DEM = the digital eleva tion model for the area;
neighbo urhood = the shape of the neighbourh ood surrounding the pixel of interest (e.g.
circle, square, etc.);
= the distance of the searc h neighb ourhood in pixels.
The topograp hic relative moisture index (TRMI), developed by Parker ( 1982), is a
measure of the soil moisture potenti al of an area. It should be noted that this index
measures potenti al only, and thus has no way of incorpor at ing seaso nal fluctuat ions of
wa ter content. The TRMI, ranging from 0 to 60, is calculated by rescaling topograph ic
positio ns (fro m the TS I), slope con figu ration (curva ture), slope steep ness (slope in
degrees), and slope aspec ts (in degrees azimuth) into discrete classes and summing the
result. Areas with low values tend to exhibit drier conditions whil e higher va lues tend to
be much wetter.
The angle to she ltering topography, herein re ferred to as ex posure, was adap ted
from Harrison and Kell y (1996). A numb er of hill shades were calcul ated with
incre menta lly decreasing sun altitudes ranging from 85° to 15° in an attempt to mimi c
wind (i.e. wind does not orig inate at a single point source) . The shaded areas were taken
from eac h hill shade and coded as I, whereas areas not shaded were coded as O. This was
perform ed for each differ ent sun altitude with the result s summed. Higher va lues in the
resultant layer indicated more sheltered areas. This process was completed three times:
once for the dominant wind direction (22.5 °), and once eac h lor 20° north (2.5°) and
south (42 .5°) of the domin ant wind direction. The three resu lting layers were then
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co mbined using a weig hted average where the do minant wind direct ion was give n the
highest we ight (50%) (Harriso n and Kell y, 1996).
3.5 Bayesian probabilities
A conditiona l Bayesian prob abilit y is ca lculated by adding predicti ve variables to a prior
pro babi lity, thu s crea ting a poster ior prob ab ility. A prior prob ability, for exa mp le, is the
proba bility of findin g decidu ou s shrub within a study area, while only conside ring the
proport ion of the study area occ upied by decidu ous shrub (Equatio n 3.5) .
P{DSH} = N{DSH}/N{Total }
Equation 3.5 Pr ior probability
Where:
P{DSH } = pr ior prob ab ilit y of findin g, in this case , decidu ous shrub
N {DSH } = total numb er of decidu ous shrub ce lls (o r the total area of deciduou s
shrub)
N {Tota l} = total numb er of cell s in the study area (o r the total area ).
For exa mple, the posterior prob abil ity is calc ulated when one assumes that
deciduous shrub occ urs on south-faci ng slopes. This know ledge is added to the prior
probabil ity (Equa tion 3.6) . Any num ber of pred ictive var iables or conditio ns can be
added to the prior prob ab ilit y.
P{DSHI ASPs} = P{DSH n ASPs}/P{ASPs}
Equatio n 3.6 Exa mple of posterior probabi lity
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Where:
P{DSHIASPs} = posterior probability of finding deciduous shrub given a south-facing
aspect
p{DSHnASP s} = N{DSHIASPs} / N{Total} = probability of deciduous shrub and
south-facing slopes both occurring
P{ASPs} =N{ASPs} / N{Total} = probability of south-facing slopes
(adapted from Bonham-Carter, 1994).
Bayesian probability layers were created to demonstrate the propensity for a
particular land cover to be present within the study area given specified topographic
conditions. To develop the probability layers, each of the topographic and adiabatic
layers were rescaled into discrete classes (Table 3.6).
Table 3.6 Reclassification of Bayesian probability input layers
Layer Interval Number of Classification SchemeClasses
Elevation 50m 13 Range: - 475-1100
Exposure 0.25 5 0-0.25; 0.25-0.5;0 .5-0.75;0 .75-1
Slope N/A 7 0-2%; 2-5%; 5-8%; 8-15%; 15-30%;30-60%; >60%
N: 337.5-0-22.5°; NE: 22.5-67.5°;
Aspect 45 8 E:67.5-112.5°; SE: 112.5-157.5";S: 157.5-202.5";S W:202.5-247.5";
W: 247.5-292.5°;NW: 292.5-337.5"
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Table 3.6 cont 'd
Layer Interval Number of Classification Scheme
Classes
1:150-1100(ridge); 2:-100-1 50
TSI N/A 4 (slope);3: -200- -100( toes lope); 4:-
I 100- -200 (valley bottom)
TRMI 10 5 Range: 14-52
Adiabatic 1° C 8 Range: - 9-16° C
Only a porti on of the classifi cation schemes for the topogra phic variables are
referenced in the literatur e. A corre lation ana lysis was per formed to determ ine if there
ex isted any trend s betw een the land cove r classes and elevat ion. However , there we re no
discernable trend s present. Thu s, e leva tion was divided into 12 discrete, 50 m classes.
Expos ure wa s divided into 5 classes. Slope wa s di vided based on the convent ion o f the
Europea n Co mmiss ion (2010 ). Aspect was divided into the cardin al (N, E, S, W) and
inter -cardin al (NE , SE, S W, NW) direct ions. The TS l laye r was class ified base d on
Zimmerman's (20 00) meth od , whereby va lleys, lower and upper s lopes, and ridges are
identified. The T RM l laye r was divided into 5 equa l interva l classes . Fina lly, the
adia batic layer s were divided into I" C intervals. The vege tation land cove r classes (no t
listed in Table 3.6) maintain ed the same, discr ete cla sses as before (de ciduous shrub,
coniferous shrub, heath , bed rock/exp osed ).
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Onc e cla ssifi ed, all of the layers listed in Ta ble 3.6 are overlaye d. Th e result is a
sing le layer with polygons that represent uniqu e conditio ns . Each discrete polygon in th is
layer is some combin ation of the above ment ioned topograph ic layers. Th is procedu re is
perform ed aga in, but this time , the land cove r classifi cat ions are included as well. Thi s
produces anothe r layer with even more uniqu e conditions. Nex t, the area of each uniqu e-
conditi on polygon is calcul ated for both layers. This area va lue is divided by the total
study area size, thus giving probabil ities of occ urre nce. Subse quently, a ll of the po lygon s
with the same se t o f uniqu e conditi ons were dissolved to form a sing le, multi-part
polygon . Th e prob ability field of the indi vidu al polygons was summed, based on the
additive prop ert y of prob abil ities (McC lave and Sinic h, 2000) . The result was a layer
with fewer uniqu e-conditi on polygons and a prob ab ilit y value that was high er than the
origin al for each polygon . Using the unique -condition layer that includ es the land cove r
class ifications, each land cov er class was se lected and extrac ted to its own layer. Th e
result was four new uniqu e-cond ition layers (one for eac h of the four land cove r classes) .
These fou r layers were divided (using map alge bra) by a ras ter of the topograph ic
variabl es uniqu e-condition layer (Figure 3.11) . In order to incorporate the satellite ima ge
classifi cat ion accurac ies, eac h of the Bayesian prob abili ties were multipli ed by the
class ifica tion accu racy for a parti cul ar land cove r within a parti cul ar year (e.g. the 2005
Bayesian prob abili ty for coniferous shrub was multiplied by 0.8869. This value
repre sent s the classific ation accuracy of coniferous shrub in the 200 5 image, as listed in
Table 3.5)
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The final output contained 16 separate layers: four layers for each of the land
covers within each of the four years. Figure 3.12 shows an example of one of the
Bayesian probability layers for coniferous shrub in 2008. Note that the extent of the
probabilities is restricted to that of the coniferous shrub for 2008. Outside of the
coniferous shrub area, the probability of finding coniferous shrub declines to O.
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Figure 3.11 Procedure for developing Bayesian probabilities for each image year
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Figure 3.12 Samp le Bayesian probabilit y for coniferous shrub (2008)
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3.6 Summary
This chapter provided detail s on the processing of the data necessary for the detection of
land cover and climate changes. The processing steps were as follows:
• Analysis of field data;
• Regional and local cl imate data analys is and interpolation;
• Ca lculation of adia batic rates;
• Preparation of aerial photograph y and sate llite imagery ;
• Preparation of topographi c variables;
• Ca lculation of Bayesian probab ilities.
The outputs from these processing steps will be used for exploratory analys is,
which in turn wi ll develop the input parameters lor the ce llular automata- Markov chain
model.
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4. EXPLO RATO RY ANALY SIS
Relationships between topographic variables and land cover classes must be explored to
facilitate model development. This permits one to determine the best suited predictor
variables to use with the model, as well as discover how certain variables influence
vegetation patterns. Section 4.1 describes the variability of land covers amongst
topographic variables. Section 4.2 discusses the the yearly changes in land cover, the
yearly changes in land covers as they relate to topographic variables, and changes in
Bayesian probability.
4.1 Va r ia bility of land cover s amon gst topographic va r iables
This section discusses how the land cover classes are distributed with regards to certain
topographic conditions. Aspect, elevation, and topographic shape index (TSI) are
analysed. The remaining variables (exposure, slope, treeline position, and TRMI), while
not thoroughly discussed here, were still included in the CA-Markov model because of
their added predictive power to the cellular automata. Chapter 5 discusses a model
validation procedure whereby a CA-Markov model was developed using only aspect,
elevation and TSI as inputs.
The purpose of this analysis is to determine if particular land cover classes favour
certain topographic conditions. It is expected that less resilient vegetation, such as
deciduous shrubs, will favour less-exposed slopes. Coniferous shrubs will likely be
situated on more exposed slopes. At high elevations, heath is expected to be dominant.
Holland and Stcyn (1975) and Miller (2005) highlight the importance of aspect in
the growth and movement of vegetation upslope. Polar graphs plot the distribution of
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aspect within each land cover class (Figure s 4.1 to 4.4) . Examination of these graphs
indicates that con iferou s shrub is domin ant on north- and northwe st-fa cing slopes . For
the 1983 and 200 1 images, heath is most ev ident on southeas t-fac ing slopes, but in 2005
and 200 8, it appears to be more wide spread , though still pred omin antl y in the southeas t-
facin g direction . Deciduous shrub appears pred ominantly toward s the southeas t- lac ing
slopes . Table 4.1 lists the domin ant aspects for eac h of the four land cover classes.
Ta ble 4. I Dom inant aspects for eac h land cove r class
Land Cover Class
DSH
CSH
HTH
BRK
Dominant Aspect
90-180° (SE)
275-500(NW,N)
95-190° (SE)
0-90° (NE), 180-260° (SW)
Figure 4.1 Distributi on of aspect by land cove r class ( 1983) (in krrr')
_1
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Figure 4.2 Distribu tion of aspect by land cove r class (200 I) (in knr' )
Figure 4.3 Distribution of aspect by land cover class (2005) (in knr')
- CSII
- 11TH
DSH
- CSII
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Figure 4.4 Distribution of aspect by land cover class (2008) (in krrr' )
Figures 4.5 to 4.8 present the distribution of the land cover classes by elevation.
The Elevation - % Cover Index (EC I) was calculated by multiplying the percentage cover
of a particular land cove r at a particular elevation range by the percent of land at that
elevation range, relative to the entire study area (Equation 4.1)
ECI = LCax * Lx
Equation 4. I Elevation - % land cover index
Where:
LCa, = Percentage of land cover a at elevation range x
L, = Percentage of land at elevation range x (in relation to total study area)
The purpose of this index is to differentiate elevation ranges with greater land area
(low to mid-elevations) from those with lesser land area (higher elevations). Due to
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terrain shape, there is more land area at lower eleva tions, and less at higher elevations.
The maj ority of the land area is situated betwee n 475 m and 700 m.
Figu res 4.5 to 4.8 indicate that deciduous and conifero us shrubs tend to occ upy a
greater percenta ge of the land at lower elevations. As decidu ous and coniferous shrubs
declin e with increasing elevation, heath and bedrock/exposed land covers begin to
domi nate in total area occupied. Above approxi mate ly 750 m, decidu ous and conifero us
shrubs occupy less than 20% of the land scape. This is evidence that higher elevatio ns are
less hospit able to decidu ous and coniferous shrub. Thu s, it is unlik ely there will be
gro wth of shrubs in these locations.
I :~~ 8- - - DSII
- - CSII
I
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Figure 4.5 Ee l by elevation range for each land cov er class (1983)
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Figure 4.6 EC I by eleva tion range for eac h land cover class (20 0 I)
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Fig ure 4. 7 ECI by eleva tion range for eac h land cover class (2005)
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Figure 4,8 ECI by elevatio n range for eac h land cover class (2008)
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The topographi c shape index (TS I) graphs demonstrate how land cove r types vary
with change in topographi c position . The TS I ranges from approx imately -150 (va lley
floors) to 185 (ridges) . Figures 4.9 to 4,12 show the TS I - % cove r index (TCI)
(calcul ated as in Equation 4, I , but with TS I substituted for eleva tion) in relation to the
TS I range. The purp ose of this index is to di fferenti ate between the tota l land area across
di fferent terrain charac teris tics (e.g. mid-slopes, valley floors, ridges , etc .)
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Figure 4. 11 TC I by TSI range for eac h land cover class (2005)
Figure 4. 12 TCI by TS I range for eac h land cove r class (2008)
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Figures 4.9 to 4.12 reveal that most of the land area exists between -60 and 100 on
the TSI scale. The majority of the deciduous and coniferous shrubs reside on the valley
floors and toe slopes (- 150 - - 0) and continuing slightly farther upslope. Beyond a TSI
value of 50, there is an insignificant amount of either deciduous or coniferous shrub; this
value does not change over time. Heath and bedrock/exposed land covers continue to be
present towards upper slopes and ridge tops, where conditions arc more exposed. This
suggests that the more exposed areas tend to be less favourable to deciduous and
coniferous shrub, thus heath and bedrock/exposed are dominant.
4.2 C hange det ection
This section outlines the change in topographic variables and Bayesian probabilities
within each land cover class from year to year. This analysis will determine if vegetation
experienced infilling of movement in certain areas.
4.2.1 Change in land cover from 1983 to 2008
Table 4.2 lists the total area (in square kilometres and as a percentage) of each land cover
class from 1983 to 2008. The no-data regions have been excluded from the calculations.
Table 4.2 Total area (krrr') of each land cover class
1983 200 1 2005 2008
DSH 17.3 (18.3%) 27.3(32 .7%) 19.9 (24.2%) 24.1(26 .8%)
CSH 31.4(33.3 %) 17.8 (21.3%) 20.5(25 .0%) 17.8 (19.8%)
HTH 16.9 ( 17.9%) 18.6( 22.3%) 32.0(39.0%) 27.9(3 1.1%)
BRK 28.6(3 0.4%) 19.7 (23.6%) 9.7 (11.8%) 20.0(22.2%)
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Ther e is considerabl e fluctuation in the area of each land cover from 1983 to 2008
(Figure 4.13). Deciduous shrub alternates between gains and losses, while coniferou s
shrub fell drast ically from 1983 to 200 I, with a slight increase to 2005, followed by
another decrease to 200 8. Heath increased from 1983 to 2005, but then decreased to
2008 . Bedrock /exposed regions decreased steadily from 1983 to 2005, but increased
aga in in 2008. The most likely explanation for these fluctuations is attributed to the
patchy nature of heath. Heath and bedrock tend to occupy the same topographi c
conditions; however, there are rarely vast expanses of either of the land cove rs. Rather,
they occur in small, disjoint ed patches. Their patchy nature, whereby heath is
interspersed with bedrock/exposed, leads to mixed spectral signatures between the two
classes. This explains the variations in heath and bedrock/exposed from 2005 to 2008 .
o +--- --~
1983
Image Year
Figure 4.13 Percent area for each land cove r class ( 1983-2008) with standard deviation
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4.2.2 Variability of topographic variabl es between years
The chan ge in topographic conditions for each of the land cover classes are investigated
in this section. The purpose of this analysis is to determ ine if vegetation is migrating to
new topographic positions (e.g. more exposed aspects, higher elevations, etc.),
Figure s 4.14 to 4.17 present polar plots of the year-t o-year variati on in aspect as
defined by each of the four land cover classes. The purpose of this analysis is to
determin e if the land cove rs migrated to different aspects. Deciduous shrub does not
appear to have migrated to any different aspects (Figure 4.14). In 200 1, there were
instance s on north-facing slopes, but the majorit y of dec iduous shrub is located on
southeast -faci ng slopes. Coniferous shrub remained stationary from 1983 to 2008 (Figure
4.15). Heath remained on southeast-facing slopes through all years of the analysis as well
(Figure 4.16).
- 1983
Figure 4.14 Aspect of decidu ous shrub (1983-2008) (in km2)
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Figure 4. 15 Aspect of coniferous shrub (1983-2008) (in krrr')
- 1983
- 2001
- 2005
Figure 4.16 Aspec t of heath (1983-2008) (in krrr')
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- 1983
Figur e 4.17 Aspe ct of bed rock/exposed ( 1983-2008 ) (in km 2)
Bedrock/exposed became more rest ricted to southeas t- and so uthwes t-faci ng slopes
beyond 1983 (Figure 4.17). However, the observed changes in bedroc k/exposed are
likely due to pixe l-mixing between bedrock/ex pose d and heath.
Figures 4. 18 to 4.2 1 present yea r-to-year variation in eleva tion for eac h of the four
land cove r classes. The most evident change obse rved is with the heath class (F igure
4.20). There was an increase in the percentage of land occ upied by heath from 1983 to
2005, with a sma ll decre ase to 2008.
Decid uous and coniferou s shrubs chan ged less from year to year. The percentage
of deciduou s shrub (Fig ure 4.18) increased from 1983 to 200 I, decreased in 2005, before
rising aga in in 2008. Co niferous shrubs decrease from 1983 to 200 1, a fter which there
was little change . With the excep tion of2008, the bedrock/exposed land cover (Fig ure
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4.21) decreased steadily, sugge sting an increase in heath , or pixel-mi xing between the
two classes. These changes are cons istent with those seen in Ta ble 4.2 and Figure 4. 13.
Whil e the variability of these data are high, it does not suggest change s did not
occur. Give n that most vege tation shifts occur ove r decadal time scales, large changes
will genera lly not be ev ident from 200 1 to 2008 (Pereg and Payette, 1998; Epstein et al.,
2004; Stow et al., 2004; ircc, 2007) .4'OOF _
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Figure 4.1 8 Elevation of deciduou s shrub ( 1983-2008)
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Figure 4.19 Elevation of coniferous shrub ( 1983-2008)
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Figure 4.21 Elevation of bedrock /exposed ( 1983-2008)
4.2 .3 Percent change in Bayesian probabilit ies
- 1983
The percen tage change in deciduous and coniferous shrub was calculated between 1983
and 2008 (Figures 4.22 and 4.23, respectively). The topographic shape index is shown
below the percent change layer to provide a genera l characterization of the topography in
high change areas . Decidu ous shrub (Figure 4.22) decreased from 1983 to 2008 over a
great deal of the lower elevations. South-facing slopes (where deciduous shrub is
frequentl y found ) witnesse d small increases. Most notable, however, was the movement
of deciduou s shrub along valley floors (TSI range: - - 150 - - 0) from lower to higher
elevations. Coniferous shrubs (Figure 4.23) increased in the lower elevations, with
minimal increases along the valley floors. North-facing slopes (where coniferous shrub is
promin ent) witnessed increases as well.
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Figure 4.22 Percentage change in Bayesian probabilities for deciduous shrub (1983-2008)
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Figu re 4.23 Percentage change in Bayesian prob abiliti es for con iferou s shrub ( 1983-
200 8)
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Figur es 4.24 and 4.25 present the relationsh ip between aspect and Bayesian
prob ab ility for decidu ous (Figure 4.24) and coni ferous (Fig ure 4.25) shrub. The Bayesian
probabilit y for decidu ous shrub dou bled (from 0.19 to 0.38) in the west- facing directions
(270°). All other changes were cons ide rably less than this; however, there were
substantia l changes in the southwes t and northe ast- facing directions as well.
The Bayesian prob abilit y for coniferou s shrub increased cons iderably in all but
the southeast-facing directi on. Most notable is the 279% increase (from 0.17 to 0.65) in
the northw est-facin g direction . There were also incre ases in the west- and north-fa cing
directions.
Figure 4.24 Relati onship between percent chan ge in Bayesian prob abilit y and aspect for
deciduous shrub (19 83-200 8)
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- CSII
Figure 4.25 Relati onship percent chan ge in Bayesian probability and aspect for coniferou s
shrub (19 83-2008 )
Figures 4.26 and 4.27 relate changes in Bayesian prob ab ility to e levation for
decidu ous shrub (Figure 4.26) and conifero us shrub (F igure 4.27) . The average Bayesian
prob abilit y for decidu ous shrub increa sed from 1983 to 2008 ove r all elevation ranges.
Co ns idering that decidu ous shrub tend s to be located at lower elevations, the
approximate ly 100% increase in the 450-500 m range is impor tant. Lesser changes occ ur
at higher eleva tions. Above 700 m, there appea r to be large changes; however, because
there is little deciduous shrub at higher elevations, a small increase co uld result in a
doublin g or triplin g of total area. All of the above noted changes ex hibit high standard
deviations, thus makin g these changes insig nifica nt. Thi s does not mean , however, that
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changes did not occ ur. Rather, the variabilit y of the changes across parti cular eleva tion
ranges is very high.
Co nifero us shrub (Figur e 4.27) ex hibited sma ller changes in the lower eleva tions,
but higher chan ges around the 700-900 m elevation range. However , the same issue
ex ists here as with deciduou s shrub. The standard deviations for the change values are all
extreme ly high. Aga in, this does not indicate that change didn 't occ ur, ju st that the
variability of change within eac h eleva tion range was high.
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Figure 4.26 Relationship between percent change in Bayesian prob ab ility and elevation
for decidu ous shrub (1983-200 8)
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Figure 4.27 Relationship between percent change in Bayesian probab ility and elevation
for coniferous shrub ( 1983-2008)
The relat ionship betwee n percent change in Bayesian probability and topographic
shape index is prese nted in Figure 4.28 (deciduous shru b) and 4.29 (co niferous shrub) .
The highest change in decidu ous shrub occ urred in the toe slopes (TS I range : - 100-0) and
mid- slopes (TS I range: 0- 100), where Bayesian probabiliti es increase d by about 20%
eac h. Change in the valley floors (TS I range: - 147- - 100) and along ridges (TS I range :
100-180) were negligibl y or non-existent. The data presented here ex hibits very high
standard deviation s, sugges ting the data are insignific ant. Again, this does not sugges t
that change did not occ ur. It is an indication that variability within eac h TSI range was
high.
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Co nifero us shrub (F igure 4.28) increased by approx imate ly 40% in the valley
floors (TS I range : - 147-- 100). Along the toe slopes (TS I range : -100-0) and mid-slopes
(TS I range: 0- 100), Bayesian probabil ities decreased by less than 20%. There was a
sma ll increase in Bayesia n probabil ity along ridges (TS I range: 100-1 80). Agai n, the
high standa rd deviations do not indicate that changes withi n eac h TSI range were
extreme ly variable.
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Figure 4.28 Relat ionship between TS I and percent change in Bayesian proba bilit y for
decidu ous shrub (19 83-200 8)
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Figure 4.29 Relationship between TSI and percent change in Bayesian probability for
coniferous shrub ( 1983-2008)
4.3 Summa ry of exploratory an alysis findin gs
This chapter assesse d the relationships between each of the land cover classes and the
selected topograph ic variables. Aspect, elevation, and TS I were analysed, beca use they
provide the strongest relationships within each land cover class. The percent change in
Bayesian probabil ity between 1983 and 2008 was calculated for the decidu ous and
coniferous shrub classes. The shrub classes were chose n because they are more
heterogeneous over space, as they are restricted primarily to the lower elevations, valley
floors, and toe slopes. Also, the shrub classes are expected to migrate to new locations
over time and provide the most evidence of vegetation shifts.
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In genera l, dec iduous shrub is more likely to occ ur on southeast-facing slopes,
whi le conifero us shrub prefer s nort h and nort hwest-faci ng slopes (Figure 4. 1 to 4.4) . At
elevatio ns betwe en 475 m and 600 m, deciduous and coniferous shrubs occup y the
majority of the land cover (Fig ures 4.5 to 4.8). At elevation s above 600 m, there was a
steady decrease in the area of the two shrub classes, and increases in both the heath and
bedrock /expo sed land cover classes.
TS I plots (Fig ure 4.9 to 4. 12) indicate that deciduous and coniferous shrubs tend
to be situated along valley floors and toe slopes. Further upslope and on ridges, where
conditio ns beco me more expose d, the shrub classes are considerably less ab undan t and
there is a dominance of heath and bedroc k/expo sed land cover.
Figures 4. 14 to 4. 17 display the change in land cover as related to aspec t from
1983 to 2008 for eac h land cover . Beyond 1983, the bedrock/exposed land cove r became
more abundant on the southeast- and southwest- facing slopes, indicatin g a decrea se in
heath (Figure 4. 17). All other land cover s remained relativel y stationary. The heath land
cover class increased at almos t all elevation ranges (Fig ure 4.20) from 1983 to 2005 , with
a small decrease in 2008. Decidu ous and conifero us shrub changes less in relation to
elevation from year to year.
The percent change in Bayesian probability from 1983 to 2008 (Figu res 4.22 and
4.23) suggests that decidu ous shrub decreased in the lower elevations. However, small
increases on sout h-faci ng slopes and along valley floors were eviden t. Co nifero us shrub
8 1
increased in the lower eleva tions and on north- facin g slopes, with minimal increases
along valley !loors.
Figures 4 .24 to 4.29 illus trate how Bayesian probabi lities change with relation to
aspec t, eleva tio n, and TSI. Th e stro nges t re lationships ex ist with eleva tio n, where it is
ev ident that the Bayesian probabil ity for deciduou s shrub increased at lower eleva tions,
whi le coniferous shrub decreased.
There was a high positive correlation betwee n the average Bayesian probabi lity
for heath and the average maximum summer temp eratur es for eac h of the clima te stat ions .
Bayesian probabi lities for conifero us shrub and deciduou s shrub both exhibited negative
corre latio ns w ith the climate statio ns. Bedrock/exposed did not corre late strongly with
the cl ima te statio ns .
The ana lys is in this chapter was used to va lida te the CA- Ma rkov model. Wh ile
only aspect , e levation, and TS I were thoro ughly ana lyze d, the remaining topographic
var iab les (exposure, s lope, T RM I and adiaba tic rates) we re sti ll includ ed in the mode l.
Thi s is because these var iables sti ll provide ins ight regard ing vege tation trend s, how ever,
they ex plain less var iatio n in the model.
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5. CA-MA RKOV MO DEL: VAL IDAT ION AN D R ESULT S
An overview of the ce llular automata- Markov chain model is presented in this chapter.
The model input s and data requir ements are outlined and the model va lidation results are
presented . The forecasted 2020 and 2032 images are present ed with an emphas is on
docum entin g:
I. the potenti al net change in land covers ;
2. the tran sition to and from specific land cove rs;
3. the changes detected along valley floor s (areas identifi ed as having a high
potenti al for advancem ent of the shrub classes).
5.1 CA-Mar kov mod el inputs and ca libra tion
The pre-proc essing steps performed in this section follow the data requir ement s outlined
by Eastman (2009). The first step perform ed in preparin g the land cove r classifications
for the model was filtering, which consists of a mode filter of a user-defined size that is
moved acro ss the study area in an effo rt to genera lize the image without a considerable
loss of info rmation (Eastman, 2009) . In this case, a 3 x 3 (pixel) window was chosen .
While the wind ow can be of any size, tests were perform ed with increasingly large
window sizes . However, wind ows larger than 3 x 3 result ed in a sig nifica nt loss of
inform ation.
Second ly, areas of no data were masked out. Thi s includes all areas of water,
cloud , and cloud shadows . Because the Markov chain modul e requires two images
(earlier and later ) with identi cal dim ensions, the no-data regions must be the same for
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both images. So whil e the 1983 ima ge' s no-dat a region s are co mpose d o f only
wa terbod ies, the 2008 image contai ns clouds and shadows, which mu st be masked out of
the 1983 image as we ll.
Eastman (200 9) outlined the requir em ent s for the use o f suitabi lity layers in the
CA- Ma rkov model. On e suitabi lity layer is requi red for eac h of the four classifi ed
images in this study . The Bayesian pro babi lities were used as suita bi lity layers for this
ana lysis becau se they ind icate the pro pensi ty of spec ified terrain characteristics to be
occupied by a particular land cover class.
5.2 Model validation
The purp ose of the CA -Ma rkov model val idation procedur e is to dete rmine how we ll the
model predict s futur e land cove r sce narios. The model va lida tion steps used in th is study
were as foll ow s:
I. Time per iods were chose n for which data was avai lab le. In th is case, the 1983
and 200 I images were used to projec t to 2008 .
2. A Markov tran sition area file was created in the Markov chain model using the
1983 and 200 1 ima ges.
3. Th e Markov tran sition area file was entered into the CA -Ma rkov model.
4 . Th e ea rlier land cove r image co rres ponded to that used in the Markov chai n mode l
( 1983) .
5. Th e transiti on suitability layers were chose n as the se t of four Bayesian
probability layers for the later o f the two images .
6. Land cove r conditions were forecasted ahea d to 2008 . The Bayesian prob abiliti es
for 200 I we re chosen ove r 2008 becau se for the purp oses o f forecas ting Bayesian
probab ilit ies w ill not be known . For model validatio n, it is ass umed that the 2008
con di tions are known .
7. Th e output of the CA -Ma rkov model was a land cove r class ifica tion for 2008 .
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A cross tabulation between the predict ed land cover for 200 8, and the observed
conditi ons for 2008 result ed in a high level of ag reement for the coniferous shrub (K =
0.68) and bedroc k/expo sed (K = 0.73) land covers. The decidu ous shrub and heath land
cover classes perform poorly in compari son to the other two classes ( K = 0.38 and K =
0.26, respectively). Table 5.1 present s the Kappa index of agreement between the two
images. Ta ble 5.2 illustrates how the image pixels were distributed amongs t the classes,
as well as produc er (omission) and consumer (co mmissio n) acc uracies . Produc er ' s
accur acy indicate s the probability that a pixel will be corr ectl y classi fied. Co nsumer's
accuracy repre sents the probability that a pixel classified on the map actually repre sent s
that category on the gro und (Jensen, 2005). Whil e the Kappa values for decidu ous shrub
and heath are both low, the values for conifero us shrub and bedro ck/exposed are
considerably better than chance .
Table 5.1 Kappa index of agreement measure for the observed and predict ed 2008 land
cover classification
Land cover Kappa Index of
Class Agreement Ix)
DSH 0.3786
CSH 0.6792
HTH 0.2566
BRK 0.7265
Overall 0.46 13
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Ta ble 5.2 Cross tabul ations for predicted and observed 2008 land cover class ification
DSH 30906 7402 6294 793
CSH 17552 32171 7894 1423
HTH 7508 709 22926 5151
BRK 3228 1197 21081 30267
Producer's 52.2% 77.6% 39.4% 80.4%Accuracy
The class ificatio n acc urac ies for decidu ous shrub and heath are low (Ta ble 5.2).
A total 01'7.0 km 2 ( 17,552 pixels) were classified as coniferous shrub , when they were
suppose d to be classified as dec iduous. The sa me is true for heath, where 8.4 km 2
(2 1,081 pixels) were incor rectly classified as bedrock/exposed. The heath and
bedrock/exposed land cove rs suffer from considerab le pixel-mixing, meanin g both land
covers tend to occ upy an area ofland less than the reso lution of the origi nal satell ite
imagery . This exp lains why the produce r's accuracy for heath (39.4 %) and the use r's
acc uracy for bed rock/exposed (54.3%) are low. The low produ cer 's acc uracy of
deciduous shrub (52.2%), combined with the low user's accuracy of conifero us shrub
(54 .5%), indica tes that there is pixel-mixing occurring between those classes as we ll.
This is understandable, as these classes occu py simi lar topographic co nditions .
Nonetheless, the model did perform well in pred icting the coniferous shrub and
bedrock/exposed land cove rs.
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Another model valida tion was perfo rme d to assess the importance of the
topo grap hic variables ana lyzed in Chapter 4 on ly (aspec t, e leva tion, topographi c shape
index). The CA-Markov model was run in the same fashion as above, however , the
Bayesian prob abi lities used as the tran sition suitability layers were co nstructed using a
co mbina tion o f aspec t, e leva tion, and TS I only. This se t of Bayesian probabil ities is
herein referred to as the " reduced" Bayesian probabilities . The output was a 2008 land
cove r classificat ion .
Ta ble 5.3 lists the KIA for eac h o f the land cov ers using these "reduced" Bay esian
proba bilitie s. Also listed in Tab le 5.3 are the KIA va lues for the original Ad ding the
rem ainin g topograp hic var iables resu lted in a 20% increase in model acc uracy. A ll
classes were af fected by the reduced Bayesian prob ab ilities, partic ularly the
bed rock/exp osed land cover.
Tab le 5.3 Kappa index o f ag reement measure for the observed and predic ted 2008 land
cove r class ifica tion (" reduced" Bayesian prob ab ilit ies)
Kappa Index of Kappa Index of Change in
Land cover Agreernent Ix) for Agreement tx) for
Class "reduced" Bayesian original Bayesian
Kappa Index of
probabilities probabilities Agreement (K)
DSH 0.1132 0.3786 -0.2654
CSH 0.3466 0.6792 -0.3326
HTH 0.0742 0.2566 -0./ 824
BRK 0.2158 0.7265 -0.5/07
Overall 0.2 116 0.4613 -0.249 7
5.3 CA-Markov forecasting
Balzter (2000) and Logofet and Lesnaya (2000) sugges t tha t time hom ogeneity is a
necessary prerequisite for modell ing with Markov chains . There fore, the CA-Markov
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model was forecasted to two future time periods: 2020 and 2032 . This represe nts a
maximum 01'24 years beyond the 2008 image .
The Markov chain mode l was run with the images from 1983 and 2008 . A 12-
year projection was per formed to obta in transition probabiliti es for 2020. The Markov
transition areas file was used in the CA- Markov model. The earlie r land cove r image
was set as the 1983 image . The Bayesian probabi lities for 2008 were set as the suitability
image co llect ion. Although it may have seemed more logical to use the 1983 Bayesia n
probabil ities as the suitability image co llection, the 2008 probabiliti es represe nted the
most rece nt land cove r conditions and were more accurately class ified than the 1983
imagery . Also note that the Markov chain analysis was perfo rmed between 1983 and
2008. Therefore, the tran sition matri x would represent trends present betwee n these two
time periods. The numb er of CA iterati ons was equal to the numb er of years the Marko v
chain was proj ected forwa rd, in this case 12 years . Also, recall that the most noticeable
changes are ev ident over decadal time sca les (Pereg and Payette, 1998; Epstei n et al.,
2004; Stow et al., 2004; IPCC, 2007) .
This procedur e was perform ed aga in with a change in the time sca le to allow a
projection to 2032 . The projection in the Markov model was for 24 years, and 24 CA
itera tions in the CA-Markov model.
The Markov chain model produc ed two sets of outputs; one eac h for the 2020
projection and the 2032 projection. Of interest from these outp uts are the Markov
transition probability files. These highl ight the propensi ty for a particular land cover to
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stay the same, or transition to another land cove r class. Ta ble 5.4 and 5.5 list the
transiti on proba bi lities fo r the 2020 and 2032 project ions, respectively.
Tab le 5.4 Markov transit ion probabil ities for project ion to 2020
DSH CSH HTH BRK
DSH 0.7717 0.0932 0.1351 0.0000
CSH 0.2523 0.6503 0.0973 0.0000
HTH 0.0988 0.0000 0.5780 0.3232
BRK 0.0307 0.0279 0.4176 0.5238
Ta ble 5.5 Markov tran sition prob abi lities for projection to 2032
DSH CSH HTH BRK
DSH 0.6691 0. 1228 0.1868 0.02 14
CSH 0.3 195 0.5078 0.1460 0.0268
HTH 0.1352 0.0 143 0.52 14 0.329 1
BRK 0.0807 0.0357 0.43 14 11.4523
Tab le 5.4 illustrates that in 2020 there was a 77% chance of deciduous shrub
remaining as such, with less than a 10% chance of it transitioning to coniferous shrub,
and a 13% chance of it transit ionin g to heath. The tendency is for conifero us shrub to
remain the same as well (65%). There is a 25% chance of it changing to decidu ous shrub.
This type of transition is expecte d give n the close proxi mity of deciduous and conifero us
shrub . Due to the patchy natu re of heat h, the probab ilities of change lor the heath and
bed rock/exposed land cove rs are less pronounced. There is only a 58% chance of heath
remaining heath , with a 32% chance of it changing to bedrock. Bedrock has a 52%
chance of remaining the same, with a 4 1% chance of it being overtaken by heath.
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Incrcasingly long Markov chain projections result in transit ion probabilities
approac hing eq uilibrium. While the probab ilities listed in Tab le 5.5 have not reac hed
eq uilibrium, they are trending toward it. The probabi lities of classes remaining the same
were lower. There was a 67% chance of deci duous shrub remaini ng the sa me, and a 5 1%
chance of coniferou s shrub rema ining the same. There remains significant mixing
between the heath and bedrock/ex pose d land cover classes . When the transit ion
probabi lities reac h equilibrium, it does not mean the landscape wi ll stop changing; rather,
it is an ind ication that the Markov chain is no longer able to make acc urate predic tions
given the amount of data ava ilable.
5.4 CA-Marko\' mode l resu lts
Figure 5. 1 and 5.2 illustrate the forecasted land cover conditions to 2020 and 2032,
respect ively.
5.4. 1 Net change in land cover
It is important to assess the outputs of the model and determine what has changed
from the baselin e conditi ons (2008) to the pred icted conditions (2020 and 2032) . Ove r
the first time step (200 8 to 2020), conifero us shrub and bed rock both increase d (by 7.3
and 5.7 km", respecti vely). Decidu ous shrub and heath both decreased over this time
period (by 6.5 and 6.4 knr' , respectively). Figure 5.3 shows the net change for eac h land
cove r class between 2008 and 2020. Figure 5.4 presents the net change from 2008 to
2032 . Co niferous shrub and bedrock/exposed are no longer expanding, in fact, they
expe rience d a decrease beyo nd 2020 (bedrock/exposed was likely replaced by heath in
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th is time period ). Deciduous shrub and heath , whi le still cons iderably less abundant than
in 2008, increase d beyond 2020.
The increases in conifero us shrub, combined with the high transit ion probabil ity
of conifero us shrub to remain the same in 2020 (0.6503) (Ta ble 5.4) provides stro ng
ev idence that coniferous shrub is the more resil ient of the land cover classes . Deciduous
shrub had a high transition prob abili ty (0.77 17) to 2020 , as well. However, the large
decrease illustrated in Figures 5. 1 and 5.2 sugges t it is less resilient than conifero us shrub.
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Figure 5.1 CA -Markov land cover projection (2020)
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Figure 5,2 CA-Markov land cover projection (2032)
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5.4.2 Net chang e within land cover classes
The contributions from each class to the ga ins or losses in a targe t class pro vide a goo d
indicat ion as to what classes tend to exc hange area. In this study, dec iduous and
coniferous shrubs tend to exc hange pixels in the forecasted images. This is to be
expected, given the ecolog ica l similarities and close spatial proximity of the two classes.
Heath and bedrock/exposed also exc hanged area between the baseline image and the
forecasted images . The exchanges betwee n heath and bedrock/exposed relate to the
patchy natur e o f these land cove rs.
Figur e 5.5 outlines the contributors to net change for each of the land cove r
classes from 2008 to 2020 . Each gra ph contains three va lues, one for eac h of the land
covers that are contributing to the change in the fou rth land cover, which is exc luded from
the graph. When examining these graphs, it is import ant to note how the land cove r
changed in the time period of interest. Decidu ous shrub decreased from 2008 to 2020 by
6.6 krn"; 4.82 km2 of this area was replaced by co nifero us shrub (Fig ure 5.5, Gra ph I).
Heath also decreased by 6.37 km 2 in th is time period with 4.04 km2 being lost to
bedrock /expo sed (Figur e 5.5, Graph 3).
Figu re 5.6 present s the contributors to net change from 2020 to 2032. Agai n,
decidu ous and coniferous shrubs tend to exc hange area (Figure 5.6, Graphs I and 2), as
does heath and bedrock /expo sed (Figure 5.6, Graphs 3 and 4) . The seve rity of the
changes see n in these graphs is mimick ed in the transition probabiliti es to 2032, wh ich
are less pronounc ed than the transition probabil ities to 2020 .
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The trends present in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 support the transition probabilities
presented in Ta ble 5.4 and 5.5 . The Markov transition probab ilities sugges t that if
deciduous shrub were to transition to another land cover, it wo uld most likely be
coniferous shrub, and vice versa. The same is true for the heath and bedrock/exposed
land covers. Given the Marko v transition prob abilitie s, which indicate how land cove rs
are expec ted to change ove r tim e, the trend s present in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 are ex pected.
5.4 .3 Land cover chang e along valley floors
The relat ive degree of predicted change seen along the valley floors from 200 8 to 2020,
and from 2020 to 2032, is less than was ev ident from 1983 to 2008. Observing the
changes from 2008 to 2020, it is ev ident there was a sma ll amount of intillin g and
upslope movement along valley floors. The major ity of the gro wth in coniferous shrub
occurred in the lower elevation s of the study area. As mentioned , deciduou s shrub
decreased in this time period , however, a majorit y of the area was repla ced by coni ferous
shrub. At lower eleva tions and along valley floors, deciduous and conifero us shrub
experienced small amount s of intillin g and upslope movement (- 4.5 knr' ), primaril y at
fringe or bound ary area s. The se chan ges are consistent with those detected from 1983 to
2008. While there was cons iderable fluctuati on in land cove rs in the histori c images , a
genera l progression of deciduous and conifero us shrub along valley floors was witnessed .
From 2020 to 2032, infillin g at low eleva tions and along valley floors is less
distinct (- 2.0 km' ). There is, however, some infillin g of decidu ous shrub along the valley
floors. There were minim al changes in conifero us shrub . At lower elevat ions, conifero us
shrub was replaced by decidu ous shrubs at fringe areas betwee n the two classes. Heath
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increase d from 2020 to 2032 . These changes were see n on the fringe areas of deciduous
shrub, where the valley floors begin transition ing into toe slopes and eleva tions become
too extreme for shrub grow th.
5.5 Overview of results
The validation model perform ed we ll in pred ict ing the occ urrence of conifero us shrub and
bed rock/exposed (Ta ble 5. 1). The validation process was a necessary step to ju stify the
use of the CA -Markov model. The forecas ted images show an increase in conifero us
shrub and bedro ck/exposed (indicating a decrease in heath ) from 2008 to 2020 . While
decidu ous shrub decreased in this time period , it did experience minim al upslope
movement along valley floors and toe slopes. Coniferous shrubs increase d considerab ly
in the lower eleva tions, with minim al ga ins along valley floors. Decid uous shrubs
increased along valley floors to 2032 . Heath also increased to 2032, primarily at the
fringe areas of deciduous shrub in the valley floors and toe slopes . Coniferou s shrub lost
a small amount of its area in the lower elevation to decidu ous shrub from 2020 to 2032 .
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6. DISCUSSION
This chapter presents a summary of the clima te interpo lation as well as the changes
observed from 1983 to 2008. An ove rview of the trends detected by the ex ploratory data
anal ysis is given, with an explanation of the impli cation s these resu lts have on mod el
developm ent. A rev iew of the methods, model result s, and model impli cations wi ll
follow. Fina lly, an outline of the project findings in relation to the project objec tives is
given.
6.1 C limatccha ngc
Regional cl imate data for Goose Bay ( 1942-2008) and Car twrig ht ( 194 1-2007) were used
in conjunction with localized data from the Mealy Mount ains dating from 200 1 to 2007 .
Thi s combination of data was used to interpo late a long runn ing set oflocal climate data
spanning the dates of the imagery ( 1983-2 008).
From 1983 to 2008, temp eratur es at the upper and lower climate stations increased
in the same manner as the regional data deri ved from Goose Bay and Cartwright. There
was an increase of approx imately 1.2" C from 1983-2001 , with a period of increased
warming from 200 1-2008, where temp eratures increased 1.0" C. Recognizing these
important temp erature fluctuations is necessary to understand the cause of past and future
land cover changes . The se temperature shifts have important consequences on vege tation
growth, particul arly regardin g the upslope movement of deciduous and conifero us shrub.
While it is difficult to determ ine exac tly what ca used the observe d and pred icted changes
in land cove r, a literatur e review has indicated that clim ate and topograph y are strongly
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assoc iated with vege tatio n migration (Korner and Paulsen, 2004; Lloyd and Fast ie, 2002;
Mac Donald et al., 2008 ; Payette and Delwaide , 1994).
6.2 Explor atory data analysis
Explora tory analys is was per formed to determine the relatio nships between the land cover
classes and topog raphic varia bles, clim ate patterns, and Bayesia n proba bilities . The
purpose of this ana lysis was to test the suitability of these variab les for predicti ng future
scenar ios within the CA -Mar kov model.
The exp loratory da ta analysis revea led a preference for deciduous shrubs to
occ upy southeast -facing slopes , while coniferous shrubs preferred north- and north west-
facing slopes. The two shrub classes dominate the lower elevat ions , while heath and
bedroc k/exposed occ upy the majori ty of the upper elevations.
It is, however, the mid-e levations where considerab le mixi ng of all four classes
occ urred. Valley floors in partic ular have been the site of adva ncement of the shrub
classes from 1983 to 2008 . At higher elevations, heath and bedrock/exposed conti nued to
be the dom inant land cove rs.
Betwee n 1983 and 2008, there was no considerab le change in the land cove rs with
relation to topogra phic conditions (e.g. decid uous shrub did not move to more exposed
slopes, coniferous shr ub did not move to higher elevatio ns, etc.). However, observation
of the land cover images revea ls a movement of con ifero us and deci duo us shrub along the
valley floors, sugges ting there was some move ment ofland cover classes . These changes
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were not detected in the exploratory ana lysis because the changes were relatively small in
compariso n to the entire range of aspec t, eleva tion, and TS I values .
Another important conclusion obtained from the exploratory analysis re lates to the
Bayesian probab ilities. The probabi lity of the shr ub classes, particu larly decid uous shrub,
increased along the valley floors, suggesting that infi lling has occurred. Coniferous shrub
increased primarily in the lower elevations «550 m).
6.3 Review of methods and results
A ce llular automata- Markov chain (CA -Markov) hybrid model was used to forecast land
cove r conditions to 2020 and 2032 . The forecast model does not go beyo nd 2032 (a 24-
year time range) due to the restriction of time homogeneity in these particu lar models.
Model va lidation was performed to determi ne how well the CA-Markov model
predicts future conditions. The validation resu lts indicate d that the conifero us shrub class
pred icted moderately well. Heath is pred icted re lative ly poo rly; however bedrock is
predicted much more acc urately. This discrepancy is due to the patchy natu re of heath
and bedrock /exposed, whereby both land covers occ upy the same pixel, producing a
mixed spectral signature.
From 2008 to 2032, the transition probabi lities decrease . The gains in coniferous
shrub and bedrock/exposed began to decrease, while the losses in deciduous shrub and
heath decreased as we ll. The most noticeable changes occ urred in the fringe areas
between deciduous shrub and heath. Co niferous shrub continued to increase at lower
eleva tions, but decreased along the valley floors. Heath re-e merged where topographic
cond itions became more exposed (at the mid-slopes and ridge tops).
The changes to and from the land cover classes discu ssed in Chapter 5 pro vide
important inform ation regard ing the dynami cs of land cove rs in the area . The genera l
trend sugges ts that decidu ous and con iferous shrub tend to experience ga ins and losses to
and from one another. The same is true for heath and bedro ck. This is expected for two
reasons. The first relat es to pixel-mixing, especia lly between the heath and
bedroc k/expos ed land covers, but also partiall y to the deciduous and conifero us shrub
classes. Pixel-mi xing is most common where land co vers exhibit a patchy nature. This is
most ev ident with the heath land cove r. The second reaso n relates to the spatia l
arra nge ment of the classes. For the most part , decidu ous shrub and conifero us shrub, and
heath and bedrock/exposed , occ ur in close prox imity to one another. As a resul t, these
classes are ex pected to exc hange area with one another. In the early stages of model
deve lopm ent , a mode l was con struct ed with deciduous and coniferou s shrub combined
into a single class. The result s, however, were similar to the current model. Merging the
classes provi ded a less detailed projection , while provid ing no further acc uracy .
The concept of vege tation successio n should also be ment ioned here. Meades
( 1983) point s out that the progression from heath to forested land co vers in clim ates such
as those typica l to Newfound land and Labrador tend s to be very slow. The author
concludes that it wou ld take forested areas approximately 1000 yea rs to completely
ove rtake an area of heath approxi mately 2-3 ha in size. However, the author does state
that small shrub growt h is present within the heath land cove r. The conclusions reac hed
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by Meades (1983) sugges ts that the progression ofla nd cove rs within this study are
logical, in that heath will subs ide to the for ested land covers of deciduous and conifero us
shrub .
6.4 Model implications
A visual assess ment of past and future classified images indicates that dec iduous shrubs
are adva ncing and infi lling along valley floors and toe slopes, but dec reasi ng in the lower
elevatio ns. These changes are part icularly evide nt at mid-elevations. The valley floors
and toe slopes offer more protected cond itions, and are thu s favourable to the
adva nce ment of certa in land cove r types. Co niferous shrub also emerges along the valley
floors, however it is less pro minent. The lower elevations are more likely to experience
an increase in conifero us shrub where old gro wth forests co nstit ute the majority of the
land scape. These conditions are expected to becom e more pron oun ced into the future as
well. The infillin g of decidu ous and conifero us shrub sugges ts that these land covers will
become more abundant and eve ntua lly begin to move upslope as conditions at higher
elevations and expose d slopes become more hospit able to grow th (Ga mache and Payette,
2005).
The study area falls within the boundar ies of the Mea ly Mount ains
(Akamiuapishku s National Park. The conclusio ns reached in the above ana lysis have
important consequences for land plannin g and park management , espec ially with regards
to indigenou s popul ations that use the area . This study prov ides a genera lisation of past
and potent ial future changes in vege tation patterns; changes which sho uld be considered,
and more thoroughl y investigated, if further land management and zoning is to occ ur in
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the area. Additionally, the predicted changes co uld have impor tant impacts on wildlif e in
the area. Cha nges in land cove r patterns cou ld pote ntia lly alte r migration patterns of
car ibou wh ich freq uent the area .
6.5 Review of project objectives
This section rev iews the project objec tives and addresses eac h indiv idually in the relat ion
to the con clusions reac hed in th is study.
6.5. 1 Mapping historical land cove r distributi ons
The past land cover class ificat ions provide important information regardin g the trends
wh ich have occu rred over the past 25 years ( 1983-2008) . This infor matio n is crucia l in
developing future vegetation scena rios .
Wh ile the classificat ion acc urac ies appear relatively low, especia lly for the olde r
images, there are explanations for th is. First and foremost , the quant ifiable field data
used to create training and testing sites was used in conj unctio n with qua litative user
know ledge , for which there is no numerical equ ivale nt. So whi le the acc uracies are low,
the co mbination of field data and user knowledge was adequate in classifyin g the images.
In addition, trainin g sites were developed for 2008 and used on all images. Thus, in 1983,
for examp le, land cover condit ions are expecte d to be somewhat diffe rent becau se the
gro und truth point s are those developed for 2008 .
6.5.2 Relating land cove r change to clim atic fluctuation s
Wh ile it is difficult to see a direct corre lation between the quantity ofa partic ular land
cover and the climatic cond itions at the time, a thorough literature review sugges ts that
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increases in temp eratur e do in fact have an e ffec t on vege tation pattern s. The movem ent
of deciduous and conifero us shrub along va lley floors and into toe slopes occ urs in
conjunction with an increase in temperature of approximately 2 °C ove r the 25-year time
frame of th is study . Changes in Bayesian prob abilit ies from 1983 to 2008 are min imal,
sugges ting infillin g is occ urr ing at a slow rate, and most changes are occ urring along
fringe areas where shrubs are begi nning to move upslope. These climate changes are
expected to co ntinue into the future, thus it is reaso nable to ass ume that land cover shills
w ill occu r as we ll. Additio na lly, average Bayesian probab ilities ex hibited strong
corr elation s with ave rage maximum summe r temp eratur es, partic ularly co nifero us shrub
and hea th.
Whil e the Bayesian pro babi lities (used in the CA -Markov model ) incl ude an
ad iabati c rate layer, the final model does not dir ectl y incorporat e a climate change vector.
No netheless, the model does effec tive ly incorporate the changes that occ urred in land
cover between 1983 and 2008, whic h, as disc ussed, are strongly associated wit h changes
in cli ma te.
6.5.3 Identifying topographic condi tions specific to land cover classes
The explo ratory analys is sect ion was impo rtant in j ust ifyi ng the use ofa spa tia l model.
Early modell ing atte mpts exp lored the notio n of logist ic regre ssio n, however, it was
determined that a spa tia l component had to be includ ed to capture the true variability of
the landscape. Give n the use of the CA- Mar kov model , which inco rpo rates a spa tial
com ponent, it was necessary to know the dynam ics of the land cover classes in relation to
the topographi c variables .
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A CA-Markov model was run using "reduced" Bayesian probabi lities compiled
from only aspec t, elevatio n, and topograp hic shape index. Beca use these three variab les
showed the greatest variability amongs t the land cove r classes, they provided the greatest
pred ictive power to the model, and were thus chose n for exp loratory analysis . Given the
move ment of deciduo us and conifero us shrub alo ng valley floors and toe slopes , aspect ,
e levation , and TS I were also the most logica l choice for further analysis because they
offere d unique values for these areas . The CA-Markov model performed with the
"re duced" Bayesian probab iliti es prove d that using on ly aspect, eleva tion, and TS I as
predictive var iables decreased the model ' s acc uracy considera bly. Includ ing all
topographi c variab les increase d mode l accuracy by approximately 20%.
6.5.4 Forecasting future land cover conditions
A CA-Markov mode l was used to forecast potential future land cover co nditions . The
appea l of this model comes from its ability to incorpora te the pas t states of sys tems (via
the Markov chain), as we ll as the spatial organization of the sys tem (via the ce llular
automata) . These charac ter istics give the CA -Markov model a spatia l and tempora l
framework.
Various other mode l types were tested, with results provi ng less favourable. A
Geogra phica lly Weighted Logistic Regression (GWLR) was tested in the earlier stages of
analysis; however, this model was unable to capture the trends occ urring in the data,
likely because o f an ove rgeneralization of neighbourhoods and the failure of the data to
meet the condit ion of spatial non-stationarity. A spatial auto-regressive model was tested
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briefl y, as well. Whil e the inclusion ofa spatia l term was beneficial, the regress ion
functions did not prop erly captur e the trend s in the data.
The changes detected from 1983 to 200 8 sugges t an upslope movement of shrubs,
parti cularl y decidu ous, alon g valley floors and into toe slopes . These shifts continue into
the forecas ted land cove r cond itions, though to a lesser degree. In the obse rved and
forecas ted land cover maps, decidu ous shrub appears to be at the fringe areas of upslope
movement (particularly along the valley floors). This may sugges t a tend ency for
deciduou s shrub to move upslope ahead of coniferou s shrub.
6.6 Co nc lus ion
This study provides an assess ment of the continuously changi ng vege tation patt erns of
fores t-tundra eco tones. The mult i-temp oral sate llite image ry provides the basis of the
study. Bayesian probabiliti es, which have not been used exte nsive ly in eco log ical
studies, provid e suitability measurement s for each of the land cover classes in relation to
topographi c variabl es.
To fully understand the changes which have taken place in the Meal y Mount ain s,
particularly along the forest-tundr a eco tone, additiona l work should be undertaken .
Future studies should focu s on obtaining a more co mplete recor d of imagery for the area.
The imagery used in this study covered a long time frame (25 yea rs), but there were
cons iderable gaps, especially betwe en the 1983 and 2001 image (earl y in this study, a
1992 image was used , but it was later dropp ed due to only 50% of the image being cloud
free) . While consis tent, high-resolut ion image ry isn' t always avai lab le, it shou ld be
chose n when feasible. This wi ll prevent the loss of info rmation when down-sca ling high
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resoluti on images to match lower resolu tion image ry. Alterna tive ly, high-resoluti on,
multi- spectral airborne imagery could be obta ined at vario us time frames. RAD AR
imagery co uld be used as supplementa l data to the analysis in the fonn of texture analysis.
Fina lly, a more compl ete, localised record of clim ate would be ideal. However,
consider ing the study should be carried out ove r multipl e decades in order to capture
significant shi fts in vege tation, these data may not always be avai lable.
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APPENDIX A
The tabl e below (Ta b le A I ) list s the typ e (Q ua d : Q uadrat; PC Q : Point -Centr e Q uarter)
and X and Y va lues for each of the field point s co llected d ur ing the sum mer of2008 .
Tab le A 1 Q ua dra t and PCQ fie ld poi nt s
Survey X (Eas ting) Y (Northin g) Survey X (Eas ting) Y (Northin g)Type Type
Quad 375888 5940452 Quad 376780 594 1432
Quad 380732 5943776 Quad 3770 19 594 137 1
Quad 380 135 5940 188 Quad 37873 0 594 1586
Quad 377 183 5938873 Quad 3790 19 5943324
Quad 376072 5939985 Quad 376493 59420 78
Quad 375877 5939765 Quad 376606 594 1595
Quad 379 144 59424 44 Quad 377825 593868 1
Quad 379937 5940354 Quad 376424 594 1513
Quad 376464 5939 972 Quad 378475 594325 4
Quad 38 1901 5942 199 Quad 378378 5942665
Quad 3758 19 5939626 Quad 379873 59404 15
Quad 375835 594003 1 Quad 376365 5939632
Quad 3787 45 5938873 Quad 375726 594 1408
Quad 37923 1 5942093 Quad 3800 17 5943 171
Quad 378359 59386 63 Quad 378786 594 1402
Quad 380309 5944 195 Quad 3787 12 5943322
Quad 379656 594 1824 Quad 375789 5943711
Quad 379678 5942576 Quad 376358 594338 1
Quad 379336 5942539 Quad 378 184 5940658
Quad 3793 17 594042 1 Quad 377927 5940236
Quad 377558 5940686 Quad 3783 14 594 1220
Quad 375993 59426 04 Quad 377828 594 1774
Quad 376 151 594 1183 PCQ 38 1449 5942550
Quad 3762 03 5942698 PCQ 380220 594 1873
Quad 37627 1 594 1716 PCQ 38 1817 5940926
Quad 375982 5942959 PCQ 38 1652 5942459
Quad 378 196 5943403 PCQ 380846 594 1221
Quad 378 164 5942888 PCQ 380865 5942 122
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Tab le A I cont 'd
Survey X (Easting) Y (Northin g) Survey X (Easting) Y( Northing)Type Type
Quad 377805 5942335 r CQ 377447 593873 5
Quad 37620 1 5942477 r CQ 380947 5939863
Quad 379 129 5940955 r CQ 38 1828 594 1293
Quad 37879 1 59413 16 r CQ 38 1078 5939765
Quad 380 101 5943796 r CQ 381286 5941033
Quad 379656 5943374 r CQ 38 1132 5939642
Quad 380209 5944056 r CQ 380773 5942 102
Quad 379937 5940788 r CQ 38056 1 594 1674
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APPEN DIX B
The following details the specifics of the geometric, atmospheric, and radiometric
correction procedures applies to the four multi-date satellite images used in this analysis.
Re-sampling and geore fere ncing
For the purposes of this analysis, the 200 1 image was re-sampl ed to a 20 m resolution and
used as a basis for all other correction perform ed. The 200 I image was chosen as the
reference image because it was previsouly georcfercnccd by the image provider. The
remaining images ( 1983, 2005 , and 2008) were re-samp led to 20 m resolutions as well.
The 1983, 2005 , and 2008 images were georeferenced using the 200 I image and a
topographic mapsheet water polygon layer to create ground control points (GC P). The
table below shows the root-mean square (RMS), mapping function, and re-sampling type
used for each image.
Table B I RMS, mapping function, and re-sampling type for imagery
1983 2005 2008
Mappingfunction
RMS
NumberofGC Ps
Resamplingtype
Atmospher ic correction
Cubic
0.455
16
Bilinear
Quadratic Quadratic
3.34 1 0.647
12 15
Nearest Neighbour Nearest Neighbour
Atmospheric correction was applied to all bands from each image year using the dark
object subtraction method. This method involves reducing the darkest pixel in an image
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to a brightness value 01'0 (Jensen, 2005). To complete this procedure, the ATMOSC
module in Idrisi Taiga was used. The date and time of each satellite image was retrieved
from the images header file, the band centre wavelengths were found in Jensen (2005) .
The DH Haze was estimated using the lowest value in the histogram of eaeh band of each
image. The L-min and L-max for the 2008 image were found in the images header file.
For the 1983 and 200 I image the values were found via the USGS website (20 I I).
Values for the 2005 image were unavailable, so the image was not calibrated. The solar
spectral irradiance was calculated within Idrisi Taiga using the image capture time and
wavelength of the band centre. The sun elevation was calculated using the sun position
calculator produced by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
(2008) . Table B2 to B4 list the atmospheric correction parameters for the 1983, 200 I,
and 2008 images, respectively.
Table B2 Atmospheric correction parameters for 1983 image
Band I Band2 Band3
Date(mm/dd/yy) 7/24/1983 7/24/1983 7/24/1983
Time(GMT) 14:22:41 14:22:41 14:22:41
A of bandcentre 0.55 0.65 0.75(11m)
DNhaze 12 6 5
Lmin 0.4 0.4 0.5(mW/cm2/sr/ rn)
Lmax 23.8 16.4 14.2(mW/cm2/sr/ m)
Spectralsolar 167.1 144.05 119.64irradiance
Satelliteviewing 0 0 0
angle
Sun elevation(0) 52.11 52.11 52.11
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Table 8 3 Atmo spheric correction par am eter s for 200 1 image
Band 1 Band 2 Band 3
Date (mm/ddlyy) 9/20/2001 9/20/200 1 9/20/2001
Time (GMT) 14.35.04 14.35.04 14.35.04
A of band centre 0.565 0.66 0.825(urn)
DNhaze 24 17 11
Lmin
-0.64 -0.5 -0.51(mW/cm 2/sr/llm)
Lmax 19.65 15.29 15.74(mW/cm2/sr/llm)
Spect ral solar 168.67 103.93irradiance
Satellite viewing 0 0 0
angle
Sun elevation CO) 34.98 34.98 34.98
Tab le B4 Atm osp heric corr ec tion parameters for 200 8 image
Band 1 Band 2 Band 3
Date (mm/ddlyy ) 8/30/2008 8/30/2008 8/3012008
Time (GMT) 15:03:47 15:03:47 15:03:47
A of band centre 0.565 0.66 0.84(um)
DNh aze 65 40 6
Lmin 0.03938 0.05332 0.060 11(mW/cm2/sr/ m)
Lmax 0 0 0(mW/cm2/sr/llm)
Spectr al solar 166.9 144.12 99.3ir ra d iance
Sat ellit e viewin g 13.8 13.8 13.8
an Ie
Sun elevation CO) 44.2 44.2 44.2
Radiometric calibration
A radiometric correc tion was applied to eac h image to allow for multi -date analysis.
Aga in, the 200 I image was used as a reference to which the 1983, 2005, and 2008 images
were ca libra tes . To beg in the analysis, 25 points were digitized in homogenous areas
throughout eac h of the images. The vector layer was then converted to a raster. Next , a
linear regression was applied to eac h image band , whe reby the indepe ndent variab le
represent s the band being ca librated, and the dependent variable represe nts the
corresponding band from the 200 1 image. The ras ter of the 25 points was used as a mask.
The regression equations provide the necessary info rmation to ca libra te the
images . The y-inte rcep t corresponds to the off -set between bands , while the slope
co rresponds to the gai n. This informat ion applied to eac h band by adding the o ffse t to the
origina l brightn ess va lues, then mult iplying by the offset. Tables 135 to 8 7 list the
regression resu lts for the 1983, 200 5, and 200 8 image.
Table 8 3 Radiometri c ca libration parameter s for 1983 image
Offset Gain r
I Band 1 0.03 1907 1.69796 0.854798
I Band 2 0.033563 \ .843864 0.835594
I Band 3 .0332\ 7 2. \3\84 0.87028 \
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Tabl e 84 Radiometric calibration parameters for 2005 ima ge
Offset Gain r
I Band I -0.062615 0.001906 0.77574
I Band 2 -0.041615 0.002595 0.805309
I Band 3 -0.045349 0.004263 0.9067 1
Ta ble 135Radi ometric cal ibrati on param eter s for 2008 image
Offset Gain r
I Band 1 0.012796 0.855975 0.943391
I Band 2 0.004134 0.494366 0.96842
I Band 3 0.007173 0.878860 0.965917
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